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 Language style is the way to use language. Language style makes us easily 
to apprehend any characters and personalities. The research aimed to identify the 
types of language style used by teachers, to find out the dominant language style 
used by teachers and to explain how is the implication of language style used by 
teachers’ in EFL class at SMP Ihsaniyah Tegal in academic year 2020/2021. 
 This research used descriptive qualitative approach. The participants of the 
research are three English teachers at SMP Ihsaniyah Tegal. The data was 
collected by document analysis (transcription) and videos. The data was analyzed 
based on a Martin Joos’s theory. 
 Based on the result of the research, the first teacher used that formal style 
(39%), consultative style (12%) and casual style (49%) to teach in the classroom. 
Next, the second teacher used formal style (40%), consultative style (8%), casual 
style (46%) and intimate style (6%) to teach in the classroom. Then, the third 
teacher used formal style (38%), consultative style (7%) and casual style (54%). 
Thus, the result of the three teachers stated that casual style is the most frequently 
used. Lastly, intimate style rarely used by the teachers, only the second teacher 
who used it, with a percentage of 6%.  
  According to the result, it can be concluded that the teachers dominantly 
used casual style in communicating to students in EFL class. It means that the 
teachers want to make the student enjoyed the class and create a relax situation. 
Therefore, it is suggestion for the teachers, they expected to know about the 
language style because it helps the teachers choose which language style is 
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This chapter presents background of the problems, statement of the problem, 
conceptual/operational definition, objectives of the research, and significances of 
the research 
A. Background of The Study 
In human life, people need to communicate with each other. They use 
language as a tool of communication. By receiving and sending language, 
people can meet their survival needs. Language is one of the important factors 
that distinguish humans from other creatures. As human beings, we need 
language to express our feelings, emotions and thoughts. The use of language 
is to maintain a relationship with others in interaction. 
 According to (Wardhaugh, 2006) language is what the most of the 
members particular society speak in their group. It means that language is the 
product of communication has several forms, according to (Jamil & Nasrum, 
2018) such as for requesting something, giving information, and others. 
According to (Jamil & Nasrum, 2018) they stated that the role of language 
itself is to express aesthetic, symbolic, sadness and pleasure in social 
interaction. 
 Different people use different languages when communicating with others. 





According to (Keraf, 2007) Language style is a way to use language. Language 
style makes us easily to comprehend any characters and personalities. 
Language style have some type, there are 2 theories of language style. The first 
theory by Martin Joos, according to his theory he classified language style into 
five types. They are frozen, formal, consultative, casual and intimate style. And 
the second theory by Kirszner and Mandell he divided language style into four 
types. There are slang, colloquial, informal and formal style. Likewise, in the 
teaching learning process on class, the different language that teacher said to 
their student is a language style.  
The teacher has an important role in class. The way teacher delivers the 
material to the student is different. Teacher explains the materials to the student 
using their own language styles.  The language style used by teacher will 
influence a situation in the class. Furthermore, language style can make 
students comprehend the materials that delivered by teacher faster. The 
teachers’ language style also influenced in student social environment, for 
example if the teacher often uses informal or casual language style, then in the 
out of class, the student will imitate the way teacher speaks. From the 
(Hutagalung, 2017) journal, the highest type of language style that most used is 
casual style. Which the percentage 63,5% and the frequency is 94. From the 
teaching and learning with casual style, the result shows that students enjoy the 






Based on the explanation above, the researcher conducted the research 
entitled “Analysis of Teachers’ Language Style and Its Implications in 
EFL Class (A Case Study at SMP Ihsaniyah Tegal in Academic Year 
2020/2021)” To find out the type the language style that is most 
appropriate to use in SMP Ihsaniyah Tegal, the researcher used theory by 
Martin Joos. 
Martin Joos theory considered related to the situation in Indonesia 
education environment, Martin Joos theory actually is not important but 
the idea of  “clock” supported a formality or carefulness of people in 
choosing language style in communication. 
 
B. Statement of the Problem 
Based on the background of the research above the researcher identifies some 
problems. The researcher tries to formulate the research problems into the 
research question, as follows: 
1. What are the types of language style used by teachers’ in EFL class at 
SMP Ihsaniyah Tegal in academic year 2020/2021? 
2. What is the dominant of language style used by teachers’ in EFL class at 
SMP Ihsaniyah Tegal in academic year 2020/2021? 
3. How is the implication of language style used by teachers’ in EFL class at 








C. Conceptual/Operational Definitions 
In this research, the researcher analyzed teacher’s language style.  
Language style refers to convey the same information using different 
expression. Every human uses different style in the different circumstance. 
According to (Keraf, 2007) Language style is the way to use language. 
Language style makes us easily to apprehend any characters and 
personalities. A good language style has three certain elements: honesty, 
civility and attractive. Honesty means that we go along with the good rules to 
use language. Civility gives an appreciation for people who encouraged in a 
conversation by using polite words and third component is attractive. An 
attractive style contains variation, humor, good understanding and having 
imaginations. 
There are five type of language style they are frozen style, formal style, 
consultative style, casual style and intimate style. According to (Keraf, 2007) 
explained that language style can be observed from many viewpoints. 
Language style can be looked from language aspect and non-language aspect. 
Based on the explanation above, this research only focuses on the 
teachers’ language style in EFL class at the First and Third Graders of SMP 







D. Limitation of the Problems 
The researcher only focuses on teachers’ language style and its 
implications in EFL Class at the First and Third Graders of SMP Ihsaniyah 
Tegal in academic year 2020/2021.  
E. Objectives of The Research 
Based on the research problem, the objectives of this research are 
formulated as follows: 
1. To identify the types of language style used by teachers’ in EFL class at 
SMP Ihsaniyah Tegal in academic year 2020/2021. 
2. To find out the dominant of language style used by teachers’ in EFL class 
at SMP Ihsaniyah Tegal in academic year 2020/2021. 
3. To explain how is the implications of language style used by teachers’ in 
EFL class at SMP Ihsaniyah Tegal in academic year 2020/2021. 
 
F. Significances of The Research 
In this research, there are two significances of the research, such as 
practical and theoretical. 
1. Theoretically, the research is expected to give a contribution for the 
development of education especially in teaching English. It is hoped to 





teacher in teaching English and the result of this research can make the 
readers understand more clearly about language style. 
2. Practically, the research will be meaningful for the teachers to be more 
aware in choosing the most appropriate language style to use in teaching 




REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
This chapter presents some sources information that consisted of previous 
studies and related theories. 
 
A. Review of The Previous Studies 
The research of Teachers’ language style has been conducted by other 
researchers. The researcher found some previous studies related to teachers’ 
language style. 
First, a research done by (Hutagalung, 2017) entitled “Teachers’ Language 
Style in English Course Class”. The purpose of this research was to 
investigate the language style used by the teacher in English Course Class. 
This research was conducted qualitatively. According to the result, this 
research showed that there were three language styles used by the teacher, 
they are Casual Style (63.5%), and followed by Formal Style (25%) and 
Consultative Style (11.5%). 
Next, (Jamil & Nasrum, 2018) wrote a research entitled “Language Style 
Used In J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter and The Cursed Child’. The aim of this 
research is to find out the kind of language style used by Albus and the social 
factors that influence his utterances in this novel. This research applied 





language styles such as: frozen style, formal style, consultative style, casual 
style and intimate style. 
Lastly, (Pasaribu, 2014) on her research entitled “The Analysis of 
Language Style on the Campaign Speech of Barack Obama”. The researcher 
interested to analyzed the language style proposed by Martin Joos that used 
in speech, especially the campaign speech of Barack Obama and to find out 
which language style is the most dominant used in his speech. This research 
conducted by using descriptive method. Based on the result, the research 
showed three language styles they are frozen or oratorical style, Formal or 
Deliberative style and Casual Style. From fifty sentences data found Frozen 
style is 5, Formal style 27, Casual style is18. In addition, the most dominant 
that used in his speech is a formal style. 
The similarities among the research above with this research are all 
researches discuss about language style, used Martin Joos theory and 
research. Furthermore, the differences among 3 journal above discuss about 
first journal discuss about Teachers’ language style, second journal focuses 
on language style in J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter and The Cursed Child 
Novel. Meanwhile in this research, this research discusses about teachers’ 







B. Review of Related Theories 
The researcher presents some theories, definition from some other theories 
that appropriate with this chapter. The researcher also expects to give the 
readers understandable to this research project, especially about the teacher-
students behavior in the EFL class. 
A. Language Style 
1. Definition of Language Style 
Language has a potentiality for making communication successful. 
It is important to regard a certain aspect of language variation of styles of 
language to achieve successful and fluent communication. And style is 
how to the speaker informing or asking question and to or from listener. 
According to (Hamsah & Indra, 2018) style influenced by some factors 
such as educational background, social status, age and sex of the speakers. 
According to (Keraf, 2007) Language style is the way to use 
language. Language style makes us easily to apprehend any characters and 
personalities. (Joos in (Coupland, 2007)) differentiate five types of 
language style, which Joos labels ‘frozen’, ’formal’, ’consultative’, 
’casual’ and ‘intimate.’ It was based on an intuition about degrees of 
familiarity/intimacy between people that Joos argued impacted on 
communicative style. According to Missikova as cited in (Jamil & 
Nasrum, 2018) states that language style is the way of speech or a kind of 





systematic patterning and implementation of linguistic and extra-linguistic 
means with respect to the topic, situation, function, author’s intention and 
content of utterance. 
 
2. Type of Language Style 
According to (Joos in (Coupland, 2007)) there 5 types of language 
style.  There are frozen style, formal style , consultative style, casual 
style and intimate style. 
1. Frozen style 
According to Joos in (Coupland, 2007) frozen style or 
oratorical style is used in a very formal situation such as public 
speaking  or a large audience, such as in ceremonies and court, 
constitution and state document for the example Undang 
Undang Dasar 1945, and the words must be carefully worded 
in advance. The tone is a bit exaggerated, and many rhetorical 
techniques are appropriate.  
 
2. Formal style  
Joos in (Coupland, 2007) stated that formal style or 
deliberative style is generally used in a formal situation, that 
there is the least amount of shared background and the 





audience. Formal style is often used in ceremony, such as 
graduation ceremony 
According to (Hutagalung, 2017)  formal style is as the 
style of language that is used for important or serious 
situations. At that level, there is no symbolic or lasting value in 
this situation. It is also used in addressing the audience, usually 
audiences too large to permit effective exchange between 
speakers and hearers. However, the forms are usually not as in 
an oratorical style. Formal style is usually single topic-oriented, 
and it is related to the fact that formal writing is technical 
(S+V+O+C). The characteristics of formal language are: 
a. The use of standart word 
Example: Makanan itu enak sekali (The food is 
very delicious). It is better to say “makanannya 
enak sekali rather than “makanannya enak banget” 
b. The use of phenomes unnafected by regional 
dialect 
For example ”anak-anak pulang lebih awal 
nopo?” it is better to say “ anak-anak pulang lebih 
awal kenapa”. The word “nopo” is affected by 
regional dialect of Javanese “nopo” .  





For example “buku itu sudah saya baca” it is more 
effective than say “buku itu sudah saya 
membacanya”. In English both two sentences 
have same meaning “ I have read the book”. 
d. The use of affixation from the origin word 
For example “ aku akan memberimu sebuah 
bunga” in English has meaning “ I will give you a 
flower”. The word “ memberi” is affixed by 
affixes “me” from the origin word “beri”. 
 
3. Consultative style  
Consultative style is called business style. According to  
Joos in (Coupland, 2007) states that a consultative style is 
typically a dialogue, though formal enough that words are 
chosen carefully.   
According to (Hutagalung, 2017) this style divided into two 
features. First, the speaker supplies background information, 
and she or he does not assume that she or he will be understood 
without it. Second, the main characteristic of the consultative 
style is whenever the sentence appears in question, so it must 
have the answer to the question. Give a short response to the 
speaker using simple sentences such as “ok”, “yes”, “I see”, 





instructions to their student ”please open your book page 46”.  
Then the students give a short response “yes miss”. 
Interruption is also allowed in this conversation when the 
speaker speak a lots, could give feedback such as “yes, I know 
it stop”. 
 
4. Casual style 
Casual style is used in informal situation or relaxed 
situation. Joos in (Coupland, 2007) states that a casual 
conversation are between friends or colleagues when in an 
informal situation, in this context words need to be guarded and 
social barriers are moderately low.  
There are two characteristic feature of casual style. First is 
omission or unstressed words that usually in the short form of 
an utterance, (Hutagalung, 2017) stated that particularly at the 
beginning of sentences. The most involved are articles, 
pronouns, auxiliaries, and be. For example: “Any question?”. 
Second characteristic of casual style is slang language. For 
example: use of slang language “I see” rather than using a 








5. Intimate style 
(Joos in (Coupland, 2007) states that an intimate style is 
one characterized by complete absence of social inhibitions. 
Talk with family, beloved ones, and very close friends. The 
characteristic of intimate style are using private code, using of 
words which signaling intimate relation, and the use of non-
standard forms. (Hutagalung, 2017) stated the word that 
generally signal intimacy such as darling, honey, dear and etc, 
might be used in this situation. The example for intimate style 
is “good morning my beloved student”. 
 
And there are another type of language style according to 
(Kirszner and Mandell, 2003) as cited in (Sinaga et al., 2018)  
divided language style into four types, those are: 
 
1. Slang Style  
Slang is very informal language that contains new 
and sometimes impolite words and meanings. It is usually 
used in certain groups of people and is not usually used in 
serious speech or writing. For example the word “I get it” 







2. Colloquial Style  
Colloquial Style similar to slang when used in 
writing it gives the impression of speech. it is not radical as 
slang and it is more relaxed and conversational than formal 
style. It uses constructions and shortened forms of words. It 
is suitable for ordinary, informal or familiar conversation. 
For example: gonna for going + to and wanna for want + to. 
 
3. Informal Style 
Informal is often used in writing tests, informal 
essays; reports can also be written this way. However, 
research papers are usually more formal. Informal style is 
halfway between colloquial and formal styles. Informal 
style is usually not following official or established rules 
and methods. For the example: he checked up on his 
accountant. 
 
4. Formal Style 
Formal style is used at special occasions that call for 
dignity and seriousness. It does not use constructions and it 
strives for absolute grammatical accuracy. The used of 





accepted rules. For example: I would be grateful if you 
could reply early. 
 
2. Frequency of Used Language Style 
According to (Hamsah & Indra, 2018) based on their 
research, casual or informal style most frequency of used language 
style. Which is the percentage 70% and total 70 facebook users. 
Meanwhile  according to (Putra & Rosa, 2019) also based on their 
research the highest type of language style is casual. Which is 11 
data and the percentage is 68%. The researcher refer the language 
style theory by Martin Joos. The Martin Joos theory are frozen 
style, formal style, consultative style, casual style and intimate 
style. 
 
B. Teaching Learning English 
 
According to (Brown, 2004) teaching is presenting and serving 
someone to learn how to do something, giving knowledge, guiding in 
learning something, in which the purpose is to know or understand. The 
point is student will learn something new about anything including a 
language. Teacher understands how to make the learners learn will 
determine the teachers’ philosophy of education, teaching style, 





teaching English, teacher should prepare the concept of teaching as well 
as possible and the teacher is demanded to create the fun learning, 





This chapter presents approach and design of research, subject of the research, 
type of the data, data collecting technique, instrument of research, procedures of 
analyzing data, and technique of reporting data. 
A. Approach and Design of the Research 
(Creswell, 2014) stated that Research approaches are plans and the 
procedures for research that span the steps from broad assumptions to detailed 
methods of data collection, analysis, and interpretation.  
In this research, the researcher applied a descriptive qualitative approach. 
According (Creswell, 2012) qualitative research is analyzing and 
describing the characteristics of students’ engagement including their 
emotion, behavior and cognition. In addition, qualitative data collection is 
collecting information face-to-face and often in people’s homes or 
workplaces.  
 The research method used in this research was descriptive qualitative. 
The design of the research was descriptive qualitative. According to (Aflahah, 
2017) descriptive method is designed to describe linguistic facts in the form 
of language style based on lexical choice (diction), sentence structure and 







B. Subject of the Research 
The subjects of this research are three teachers of first and third grade at 
SMP Ihsaniyah Tegal. There are many English teachers. The researcher 
chooses three English teachers as the subject in this research. Two teachers 
teach 3rd grade and one teacher teaches 1st grade. 
C. Role of the Researcher 
After reviewing the approach and type of the research, then the researcher 
determine the role of the researcher. In this research, the role of the researcher 
is as an observer. The researcher observed and recorded the videos of 
teaching learning process directly at SMP Ihsaniyah Tegal. Furthermore, the 
researcher also observed the data by watching the videos of teaching learning 
process at SMP Ihsaniyah Tegal. 
 
D. Type of Data 
Type of data that was analyzed in this research is a qualitative data. The 
data is in the form of video during teaching learning process that recorded 
directly at SMP Ihsaniyah Tegal. To support in analyzing the data, the 
researcher uses the supporting data in the form of transcription from 8 







E. Data Collecting Technique 
Data collecting is a strategy to get the data in the research. The data 
collecting technique in this study is Document analysis. Document analysis is 
used to collect the data. According to (Ary et al., 2006) document analysis is 
research method applied to written or visual materials for the goals of 
identifying specified characteristics of the material. In this research, the 
researcher recorded 8 video of three teachers. Then, the researcher made the 
transcription from the videos.  
 
F. Instrument of Research 
In this research, the researcher used instrument in this research are 
observation and documentation. Observation and documentation of teaching 
learning process at SMP Ihsaniyah Tegal in academic year 2020/2021. The 
researcher conducted observation 8 meetings, and the duration for each 
meeting an average for an hour. Therefore, the documentation on this 
research was video. 
G. Procedures of Analyzing Data 
In doing analysis the researcher uses procedures as follows: 
1. Data collection 
Through this steps the researcher watching the video of teaching learning 






After collecting the  data the researcher identified all the words, phrases 
and sentences which containing language style type by Martin Joos.. 
3. Classification 
The researcher classified the data based on Martin Joos theory of the 
language style classification. 
4. Data analysis 
The method of data analysis is descriptive analysis. The researcher 
conducts the analysis through some steps as follow: 
a. The researcher watched the video of teaching learning in EFL class at 
SMP Ihsaniyah Tegal in Academic year 2020/2021. 
b. The researcher made the transcription of the videos, then read carefully 
the transcript. 
c. The researcher identified the data that contain of language style in the 
transcript of the video. 
d. The researcher made a conclusion based on the analyzed data. 
 
H. Technique of Reporting Data 
According to (Milles & Huberman, 1994), defined analysis as 
consisting of three current flows of activity that is data reduction, data 
display and conclusion drawing/verification. In reporting the data, the 






1. Data Reduction 
The first step is data reduction. Data reduction refers to the 
process of selecting, focusing, simplifying, abstracting and 
transforming the data in write field note or transcript. In this 
research, the data is in the form of video and transcription of 
teaching learning English at the First and Third Grades of SMP 
Ihsaniyah Tegal in academic year 2020/2021.  
 
2. Data Display 
Data display become the second step to do in reporting the 
data. Data display generally a display organized, compressed , 
assembly of information thet permits conclusion drawing and 
action. A display can be a an extended piece of text or diagram, 
chart, table or matrix.  
 
3. Conclusion Drawing/Verification 
After finishing doing data reduction and data display, the 
last steps is Conclusion Drawing/Verification. Final conclusion 
may not appear until data collection is over, depending on the size 
of the corpus of field notes; coding storage and retrieval methods 
of the funding agency, but they often have been prefigured from 
the beginning even when a researcher claims to have been 





answer the research problem. In this step, the researcher concludes 






RESEARCH RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 This chapter presents research results which is aimed to answer the research 
problem of the study and discussion.  
A. Data Description 
 Based on the explanation in the previous chapter, the purpose of this 
research was to identify the types of language style used by teachers’ in EFL 
Class at SMP Ihsaniyah Tegal in academic year 2020/2021 and to find out the 
dominant language style used by teachers’ in EFL Class at SMP Ihsaniyah 
Tegal in academic year 2020/2021. The researcher observed eight meetings of 
three teachers directly and indirectly in teaching learning English. The 
researcher made transcriptions from eight videos of three teachers on  teaching 
learning English in EFL class.  
 The researcher conducted observation for three meetings of First Teacher 
(T01) on 16th of September 2020 in 9G class of girls and 9H class of girls, and 
on 17th of September 2020 in 9G class of boys. Since social distancing was 
implemented at SMP Ihsaniyah tegal, the class separated into two classes of 
boys and girls. Teaching learning English had begun an average for an hour. 
Teaching learning English conducted offline in the classroom. Then, the 





in the classroom at SMP Ihsaniyah Tegal.  In the first meeting, the topic is 
introduction. The second meeting, the first teacher giving the topic simple 
present tense. The last meeting, the topic is simple past tense. 
 Next observation, the Second teacher conducted two meetings on 2nd of 
November 2020 and 9th of November 2020 in 9 A,B,C and D classes. Due to 
COVID-19, social distancing was implemented at SMP Ihsaniyah tegal, 
teaching learning conducted online using Google Meet. Teaching learning 
English had begun an average for an hour. However, the researcher observed 
and recorded all of the teaching learning English directly at SMP Ihsaniyah 
Tegal. The first meeting, the second teacher giving the topic about the 
blueprint for final examination, and the second meeting, the second teacher 
give the student exercise and explain the answer. 
 Lastly, the researcher has conducted observation with three meetings of 
the Third teacher on 5th of November 2020, 12th of November 2020 and 26th of 
November 2020 in 7B, 7F, 7G, 7H classes and additional class. Because of 
COVID-19, social distancing was implemented at SMP Ihsaniyah Tegal, two 
teaching learning conducted online using Google Meet and one teaching 
learning in offline class. Teaching learning English had begun an average for 
an hour. However, the researcher observed and recorded all of the teaching 
learning English directly at SMP Ihsaniyah Tegal.  In the first meeting, teacher 
giving the topic about the blueprint for final examination. In the second 
meeting, teacher showing the videos to the students about the time, the last 





 Furthermore, the researcher analyzed and classified the types of language 
styles based on Martin Joos’s theory. There were four types of language style 
based on Martin Joos: frozen style, formal style, consultative style, casual 
style, and intimate style. 
 
B. Research Result 
1. Result of the Types of Language Style used by Three Teacher 
 The research results showed that from Martin Joos’ language style 
theory, there were 4 language styles used in 1587 utterances by the three 
teachers, namely formal style, consultative style, casual style, and intimate 
style, as can be seen in table 1 below. 




Freq. % TOTAL 
FREQ 
TOTAL
% T01 T02 T03 T01 T02 T03 
1. Frozen Style 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 




59 21 61 12% 8% 12% 141 9% 




0 17 0 0 6% 0 17 1% 







Based on the Figure 1. above showed that the types of language style used 
by English teachers are Formal style, Consultative Style, Casual style and 
Intimate style, while the researcher did not find the Frozen style from the 
teachers’ utterance during teaching learning English in offline or online class.  
In the first English teacher (T01), she used 3 types of language style that is 
formal style, consultative style and casual style. Then, the second English 
teacher (T02) used 4 types of language style that is formal style, consultative 
style, casual style and intimate style. Thus, the third English teacher (T03) used 
3 types of language style that is formal style, consultative style and casual 
style. 
The research result showed that from the 5 types of language style above, 
casual style is the most dominant language style used by English teachers. 
Based on Table 1 casual style has the highest percentage that is 49%, 46% and 















54%. Casual style helps the students comprehend easily of what the teacher 
said about the lesson given in the class and created relax condition in the class. 
The result of research support of (Hutagalung, 2017), who investigate the 
language style used by the teacher in English Course Class, the researcher 
found that the teachers used casual style to made students enjoy the class and 
made student comfortable with the teacher. 
Then, the second position of type of language style is formal style. Based 
on Table 1 formal style has 39%, 40% and 38%.  
Next, followed by a consultative style. In some cases, the teachers used the 
consultative style. Based on the research result, consultative style has 
percentage 12%, 8% and 7%. 
Lastly, the type of language is intimate style. There are differences 
between figure 1, figure 2, and figure 3. In figure 1 and Figure 3, the researcher 
did not find the intimate style while only in figure 2, the researcher found a 
intimate style with percentage of 6%. The first and third teachers rarely used 
intimate style because they called their students only “student.” No words are 
signaling intimate relations. While in the second teacher, she often used words 
that signaling intimate relation such as “my beloved student,” “nak,” and 
“sayang.” 
 From the research result above, it can be interpret as follows the types of 
language style by Martin Joos theory were not all applied by teachers in EFL 





consultative style, casual style and intimate style. We can know that the types 
of language style that mostly used is casual style.  
 
C. Research Discussion  
1. Types of Language Style 
1.1 Types of Language Style used by First English Teacher (T01)  
a. Formal Style  




T01-4 How are you today?  




The teacher’s utterance in Code (T01-4) included formal style. The 
sentence “How are you today?” used complete language because 
this sentence used standard form of language. The teacher’s 
utterance above means that asking students’ condition. 
 
Code (T01-143) 
In Code (T01-143) the teacher’s utterance included formal style. 





school” used standard form of language and there is no slang in 
the sentences. 
 





T01-24 Speak louder please! What day is today? 
T01-163 Please open the book page 7. 
 
Code (T01-24) 
Teacher’s utterance in Code (T01-24) is included into consultative 
language style. The bold sentence in sentence “Speak louder 
please!” What day is today?”  It called consultative style because 
the teacher gives instruction to the student to speak louder. The 
students give the short response “yes miss”. 
 
Code (T01-163) 
Teacher’s utterance in Code (T01-24) is also included into 
consultative language style. The sentence “Please open the book 
page 7” is consultative style because the teacher’s utterance above 
means that the teacher gives instruction to the student to open the 
book in page 7. The students give the short response “yes miss”. 









T01-161 Any question so far? 
T01-490 Karena disini lampau jadi disini pake was juga.  
 
   Code (T01-161) 
The sentence in Code (T01-161) the sentence included into casual 
style. In sentence “Any question so far?” the teacher said 
incompletely, she used shorter grammar than the complete 
structural grammar. In complete sentences the teacher could said 
“Is there any question so far?.” The words “Is” and “There” has 
omitted by the teacher became “any question so far?” 
Code (T01-490) 
The sentence in Code (T01-490) included into casual style. The 
bold sentence include into casual style because of the teacher used 
non-standard word.  The bold word “pake” in sentence  “Karena 
disini lampau jadi disini pake was juga”. The standard word of 
“pake” is “Pakai” (use). According KBBI (Kamus Besar Bahasa 







1.2  Result of the Types of Language Style used by First English 
Teacher (T01) 
  The following figure shows the percentage of language style used 




Figure 2. Shows that casual style is a type of language style that has 
the highest percentage of 49% of 245 times occurrences in teaching 
learning in EFL class. Then, followed by formal style that with a 
percentage 39% of 193 times occurrences. Lastly, type of language 
style that is consultative style with percentage 12% of 59 times 
occurrences. The most dominant type of language style that used by 
first English teacher is casual style with percentage 49% of 245 times 
occurrences. 















2.1 Types of Language Style used by Second English Teacher (T02) 





T02-69 Rumpang itu kalimat kosong yang diisi jawaban 
T02-132 Do you hear my voice clearly my beloved students? 
 
Description 
Code (T02-69 ) 
The teacher’s utterance in Code (T02-69) includes formal style. 
The sentence “Rumpang itu kalimat kosong yang diisi 
jawaban” is classified into a formal style because this sentences is 
in standard form. The teacher’s utterance means that she informed 
the student about kalimat rumpang. 
 
Code (T02-132) 
In Code (T02-132) the teacher’s utterance include formal style. 
The sentence “Do you hear my voice clearly my beloved 
students?” classified into formal style. It can be analyzed from 












T02-133 Okay my beloved students, please turn on your speaker if 
you want to say something, and turn off your speaker if 
you don’t want to say something. 
T02-145 I would like to check your attendance today from 9A, please 
give me your respond if I call you. 
 
Code (T02-133) 
Teacher’s utterance in Code (T02-133) is included into consultative 
language style. The bold sentence in sentence “ Okay my beloved 
students, please turn on your speaker if you want to say 
something, and turn off your speaker if you don’t want to say 
something” classified into consultative style. It is called intimate 
style because the teacher informed to the student to turn on the 
speaker if the student want to say something and turn off the 
speaker if the student do not want to say something. 
 
Code (T02-145) 
Teacher’s utterance in Code (T02-145) is also included into 
consultative language style. The bold sentence in sentence “I would 
like to check your attendance today from 9A, please give me your 
respond if I call you” is consultative style. The teacher’s utterance 





students to give the teacher response if the teacher called the 
students. 
 





T02-4 Ngga usah nyontek temannya 
T02-210 I really really wanna give you many exercise to prepare 
PAS but I know about your kuota. 
 
   Code (T02-4) 
The sentence in Code (T02-4) the sentence include into casual 
style. The sentence “Ngga usah nyontek temannya” is included 
into casual style. Because of the teacher used slang language or 
non-standard word. The standard form of “ngga usah nyontek” is 
“tidak perlu mencontek” mean “don’t cheat to your friend” in 
English. 
Code (T02-210) 
The sentence in Code (T02-210) the sentence include into casual 
style. The sentence “I really really wanna give you many exercise 
to prepare PAS but I know about your kuota” is classified into 
casual style. The word “wanna” is a slang word that included 










T02-141 Hello my beloved students, during waiting for your 
friends join, I’ll call your name before we start studying 
English. 
T02-167 Do you hear my voice clearly, nak? Jelas kan ya? Tadi 
miss dhani intinya apa? Menjelaskan secara jujur. 
 
Code (T02-141) 
Teacher’s utterance in Code (T02-141) is included into intimate 
style. The bold words “my beloved student” in sentence “Hello my 
beloved students, during waiting for your friends join, I’ll call 
your name before we start studying English” is referred into 
intimate style. The words “my beloved student” is a special call 
from the teacher for the students that signaling intimate relation. It 
shows closeness between teacher and the students. 
 
Code (T02-167) 
Teacher’s utterance in Code (T02-167) is also include into intimate 
style. The bold word “nak” in sentence “Do you hear my voice 
clearly, nak? Jelas kan ya? Tadi miss dhani intinya apa? 
Menjelaskan secara jujur.” is classified into intimate style. The 





signaling intimate relation. It shows closeness between teacher and 
the students. 
 
2.2 Result of the Types of Language Style used by Second English 
Teacher (T02) 
  The following figure shows the percentage of language style used 




Figure 3. Above appears that first, casual style has the highest 
percentage of 46% of 124 times occurrences in teaching learning in 
EFL class. Second, it was formal style with a percentage 40% of 106 
times occurrences. Third, the types of language style that is 
consultative style with percentage 8% of 21 times occurrences. Lastly, 















intimate style with percentage 6% of 17 times occurrences. The most 
dominant type of language style that used by second English teacher is 
casual style with percentage 46% of 124 times occurrences. 
 
3.1 Types of Language Style used by Third English Teacher (T03)  





T03-38 What is the meaning of introduction? 




The teacher’s utterance in Code (T03-38) included into formal 
style. The sentence “What is the meaning of introduction” is 




In Code (T03-690) teacher’s utterance is included into formal 
style. The sentence “The next topic is about introduction” is 





standard sentence and good arrangement of word. In order to 
informs the student clearly about introduction. 
 





T03-253 So, now please open your book page 46 
T03-323 I will give the video and please listen the video  
 
Code (T03-253) 
Teacher’s utterance in Code (T03-253) is classified into 
consultative style. The sentence “So, now please open your book 
page 46” is consultative style. The teacher informed and gives 
instruction to the students to open their book in page 46. 
 
Code (T03-323) 
Teacher’s utterance in Code (T03-323) is also classified into 
consultative style. The bold sentence “I will give the video and 
please listen the video” included into consultative style because 
the teacher’s utterances means that the teacher give the instruction 
to the students to listen the video and the students give the short 











T03-64 Jangan sampe maksudnya kamu adalah saudara sepupu. 
T03-811 Good! okay, question number 3. 
 
   Code (T03-64) 
The sentence in Code (T03-64) is included into casual style. The 
bold word “sampe” in sentence “Jangan sampe maksudnya kamu 
adalah saudara sepupu” is casual style because the word “sampe” is 
a slang word. The standard word of “sampe” is “sampai” which 
means arrived in English. 
Code (T03-811) 
Taecher’s utterance in Code  (T03-811) is also included into casual 
style. The bold word “good” in sentence “Good! Okay, question 
number 3” is casual style. The sentence “It is good!” has omitted 
by the teacher became “good!” 
 
3.2 Result of the Type of Language Style used by Third English 
Teacher (T03) 
 The following figure shows the percentage of language style used 








Figure 4. Shows that casual style has the highest percentage of 54% of 
445 times occurrences in teaching learning in EFL class. Next, 
followed by formal style with a percentage 38% of 316 times 
occurrences. Finally, the last types of language style that is 
consultative style with percentage 7% of 61 times occurrences. The 
most dominant type of language style that used by third English 
teacher is casual style with percentage 54% of 445 times occurrences. 
 
D.  The Implications in EFL Class 
 After the researcher analyzed teachers’ language style in EFL class. The 
research have some implications which are beneficial for the teacher and 
students. First, the result of the research show that casual style is the most 
language style used by teachers. By using casual style the teacher made the 














student more comfortable with the teacher. Second, by knowing the teacher's 
language style, the teacher can see the student's reaction, and that can be used 
as a basis for developing the quality of learning. Lastly, by having information 
from this research, the teacher will be assisted in providing a richer language 









CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 This chapter presents conclusion and suggestion. The conclusion from an 
analysis of teachers' language style at SMP Ihsaniyah Tegal and also present the 
suggestion for the readers. 
A. Conclusion 
 Based on the research results, the researcher concludes that the five 
types of language style by Martin Joos were not all applied in EFL class. 
The researcher found four styles used by English teachers in SMP 
Ihsaniyah Tegal as follows formal style, consultative style, casual style, 
and intimate style. The teachers dominantly used casual style in 
communicating to students in EFL class with the percentages 49%, 46% 
and 54%. It means that the teachers want to make the student enjoyed the 
class and create a relax situation. Therefore, followed by formal style with 
the percentages 39%, 40% and 38%. Next, consultative style has 
percentage 12%, 8% and 7%. Lastly, intimate style rarely used by the 
teachers, only the second teacher who used it, has a percentage 6%. 
  
B. Suggestion 






 First, as a teacher is important to master the language and use 
language appropriately, teachers expected know about the language style 
because it helps the teachers choose which language style is appropriate 
for teaching learning in the classroom. 
 Then, the researcher expects that this research would make the 
readers understand about the types of language style clearly.  
 Last, this research is expected to be permitted for the other 
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TRANSCRIPTION OF FIRST ENGLISH TEACHER 01 (3 MEETINGS)   
Time Data Code Teacher utterance 
  TYPE 
STEP FRZ FRM CON CAS INT 
    (FIRST MEETING)             
00.00-00.04 T01-1 Assalamulaikum wr.wb.             
00.05-00.09 S Waalaikumsalam wr.wb.             
00.09-00.11 T01-2 Good morning students     1       
00.13-00.15 S Good morning mam             
00.16-00.17 T01-3 Good morning mam, good morning miss, its okay.      1       
00.17-00.18 T01-4 How are you today?     1       
00.18-00.19 S I am fine, thank you and you?             
00.19-00.28 T01-5 I am fine too.          1   
00.28-00.29 T01-6 Are u healthy today?     1       
00.30-00.33 S Alhamdulillah             
00.33-00.34 T01-7 I hope you always be healthy.      1       
00.34-00.50 T01-8 Okay good! And now one of you to help me.         1   
00.50-00.51 T01-9 Can you help me please?         1   
00.51-01.05 S Yes             
01.05-01.06 T01-10 
Can you help me, please? Can you help me, please? Do you know the 
meaning? If I ask you to help me, you know the meaning? What is the 
meaning,  can you help me, artinya apa? Kalau saya tanya can you help 
me, artinya apa? 
  
  1   1   
01.06-01.07 S Membantu             
01.07-01.08 T01-11 
Okay very good! Membantu. Bisakah membantu saya? Can you help 
me?         1   
01.08-01.09 S Yes             
01.10-01.11 T01-12 I want you to erase the whiteboard, can you? Come on! How so smart!      1 1   





Time Data Code Teacher utterance 
  TYPE 
STEP FRZ FRM CON CAS INT 
01.16-01.19 T01-13 Help is membantu.              
01.19-01.26 T01-14 Can you help me? Yes I can help you mam/miss.          1   
01.26-01.28 
T01-15 
If you ask your friend for the example you need some help, kalian 
butuh bantuan untuk minta tolong ambil itu ambil ini but you can say 
can you help me please? Yes of course, then you can say to your friend 
"I want you to open the door" or "I want you to close the door."         1   
01.28-01.33 T01-16 Okay do you understand?     1       
01.33-01.35 S Yes             
01.35-01.49 T01-17 Okay good!          1   
01.49-01.50 T01-18 Today I want to ask you, what day is today?     1       
01.50-01.55 S Wednesday!             
01.55-01.56 T01-19 Please answer and speak louder! What day is today?     1 1     
01.56-02.20 S Wednesday!             
02.20-02.21 T01-20 In the complete sentence, what day is today.     1       
02.21-02.37 T01-21 Do you know complete? Lengkap.     1       
02.37-02.38 T01-22 What day is today? Today is Wednesday.      1       
02.38-02.55 T01-23 Come on! what day is today?     1 1     
02.57-03.05 S Today is Wednesday             
03.05-03.08 T01-24 Speak louder please! What day is today?     1 1     
03.09-03.22 S Today is Wednesday             
03.22-03.23 T01-25 Once more! Speak louder! what day is today?     1 1     
03.23-03.30 S Today is Wednesday.             
03.30-03.32 T01-26 And then I want to ask you, what date is today?      1       
03.32-03.33 T01-27 Can you write how to write "what date is today"         1   
03.33-o3.34 T01-28 I want you to write down!        1     





Time Data Code Teacher utterance 
  TYPE 
STEP FRZ FRM CON CAS INT 
03.40-03.41 
T01-30 
Please, I like my student to come forward to in front of class because I 
want you to fight COVID19, we have to many works many exercise 
jadi harus banyak berolahraga dan bergerak in order to fight covid19.        1     
03.41-03.42 T01-31 You know?         1   
03.42-03.43 
T01-32 
Makanya saya kalo ngajar, I really like others student to come forward, 
by come forward you can do an exercise         1   
3.43-03.44 T01-33 Do you know exercise?     1       
03.44-03.45 T01-34 Exercise adalah olahraga.      1       
03.45-03.53 T01-35 Okay! Very good! (approaching student who write in front of class)         1   
03.53-03.55 T01-36 What date is today?      1       
03.55-03.59 T01-37 Okay! Very good!         1   
04.00-04.08 T01-38 You know date?         1   
04.08-04.10 T01-39 Date and day are different.     1       
04.10-04.18 T01-40 Day is hari, date is tanggal.     1       
04.18-04.20 T01-41 How do you write?     1       
04.20-04.25 T01-42 Like this one!         1   
04.25-04.27 T01-43 You can write down!       1     
04.27-04.35 T01-44 Ditulisnya seperti ini persis.          1   
04.35-04.36 T01-45 Bedanya what date         1   
04.36-04. 41 T01-46 You can write down again.        1     
04.41-04.44 T01-47 What date? D-a-t-e.         1   
04.44-04.47 T01-48 Okay! Good! And the answer today is…..         1   
04.47-04.50 T01-49 Okay! How to write date?     1       
04.50-04.54 T01-50 You have to write the months first, what is month right now?     1       
04.56-05.01 S September             
05.01-05.03 T01-51 Okay! September, 16
th or 60th?         1   





Time Data Code Teacher utterance 
  TYPE 
STEP FRZ FRM CON CAS INT 
05.06-05.08 T01-52 It is false, salah.     1       
05.08-05.26 T01-53 Letak salahnya dimana?         1   
05.26-05.27 S Day             
05.27-05.32 T01-54 Hari, what is the meaning of hari?     1       
05.32-05.36 S Day             
05.36-05.42 T01-55 How to write the day? What day is today? Today is Wednesday.     1       
05.42-05.43 T01-56 Okay, I want you to repeat after me!        1    
05.43-05.44 T01-57 I want to read and then you have to repeat what I say.     1       
05.44-05.46 T01-58 What day is today?     1       
05.46-06.13 S Today is Wednesday             
06.13-06.14 T01-59 What date is today?     1       
06.14-06.20 S Today is September 16
th 2020             
06.20-06.21 T01-60 I will read once more, you have to speak louder!      1 1     
06.21-06.22 T01-61 What day is today?     1       
06.22-06.23 S Today is Wednesday             
06.23-06.42 T01-62 What date is today?     1       
06.42-06.44 S Today is September 16th 2020             
06.44-06.47 T01-63 I want one of the student give the example of this conversation.      1       
06.47-06.49 T01-64 Please point your finger! Yang mau maju tunjuk jari.       1     
06.49-06.54 T01-65 Point your finger please, come on!        1     
06.54-06.56 T01-66 No one? Come forward come on!.       1     
06.56-06.57 T01-67 It doesn’t matter if you make mistake.     1       
06.57-07.08 T01-68 Practice makes perfect, you know!         1   
07.08-07.12 T01-69 Kalau semakin banyak praktik inshaallah akan jadi sempurna!              
07.14-07.23 T01-70 Anyone want to try?         1   





Time Data Code Teacher utterance 
  TYPE 
STEP FRZ FRM CON CAS INT 
07.27-07.28 T01-72 There is no student want to come forward here?     1       
07.28-07.29 T01-73 I want to point you.     1       
07.29-07.30 T01-74 Come on, you and you. Both of you come forward!        1     
07.30-07.31 T01-75 Come on! Stand up!        1     
07.31-07.32 T01-76 Give example to your friend.        1     
07.33-07.45 T01-77 Go on!       1     
07.45-07.49 T01-78 Yang satunya tanya and then the other answer.             
07.49-08.26 T01-79 Okay come on! Face to face.       1     
08.26-08.27 S 
(conversation in front of class) "What day is today? Today is 
Wednesday what date is today? Today is September 16th 2020".             
08.27-08.28 T01-80 And now you can ask!        1     
08.28-08.30 T01-81 Okay, sekarang gantian.         1   
08.33-08.35 S 
What day is today? Today is Wednesday. What date is today? Today is 
September 16th 2020     1       
08.37-08.39 T01-81 Okay, good enough, thank you.         1   
08.39-08.40 T01-82 Can you say duaribuduapuluh in English?         1   
08.47-08.51 T01-83 How do you say "2020" in english?     1       
08. 52-08.53 S Two thousand and twenty.     1       
08.53-08.54 T01-84 Once more!       1     
08.55-09.09 T01-85 Two thousand and twenty.             
09.10-09.13 T01-86 Today is September 16th 2020     1       
09.14-09.22 T01-87 come on!       1     
09.23-09.24 T01-88 Today is September 16th 2020       1     
09.24-09.25 T01-89 Okay caranya gitu ya         1   
09.26-09.38 T01-90 jadi, kalo 2000 pakenya two thousand and jadi kalau 2003 apa?         1   
09.39-09.41 S  Two thousand and three             





Time Data Code Teacher utterance 
  TYPE 
STEP FRZ FRM CON CAS INT 
09.43-09.44 S Two thousand and four             
09.45-09.47 T01-92 2009?             
09.48-10.05 S Two thousand and nine             
10.05-10.06 T01-93 2019?             
10.07-10.21 S Two thousand and nineteen             
10.21-10.22 T01-94 2017?             
10.22-10.35 S Two thousand and seventeen             
10.36-10.37 T01-95 Okay good!          1   
10.38-10.44 T01-96 For example "I was born on July 19th 1979"             
10.45-10.47 T01-97 itu berarti tahun berapa?         1   
10.48-10.51 S Seribu sembilanratus tujuhpuluh Sembilan             
10.52-11.51 T01-98 For example I was born on July 19
th 1979         1   
11.02-11.03 T01-99 berarti lahir tanggal berapa?         1   
11.04-11.09 T01-100 July berarti bulan apa?         1   
11.10-11.12 S Juli             
11.12-11.13 T01-101 Yes, good juli! and then nineteen berarti berapa?         1   
11.13-11.20 S Sembilan belas             
11.20-11.21 T01-102 Nineteen seventy nine berarti?         1   
11.21-11.23 S Seribu sembilanratus tujuhpuluh Sembilan             
11.23-11.24 T01-103 okay good! (teacher write down on whiteboard in front of class)         1   
11.24-11.27 T01-104 I was born on July 19
th 1979.      1       
11.27-11.28 T01-105 Okay, you have to read together, please!       1     
11.28-11.29 S (read together) I was born on July 19
th 1979             
11.29-11.30 T01-106 I want to ask you, when were you born?      1       
11.30-11.31 T01-107 In English please!       1     
11.31-11.32 S I was born November 27
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11.33-11.35 T01-108 I want you to prepare how to say your birthday in English     1       
11.35-11.37 T01-109 
kamu lahirnya tanggal berapa nanti saya tanya pakai bahasa inggris 
(teacher asking student one by one)         1   
11.37-11.38 T01-110 
ya I can differentiate between student who like speak english and who 
doesn’t like to speak English.      
1 
      
11.39-12.00 T01-111 Ada bedanya ya.         1   
12.00-12.01 T01-112 
jadi kalau biasa praktek inggris itu is very different, from the 
pronounciation.     
  
  1   
12.01-12.07 T01-113 How to pronounce          1   
12.07-12.08 T01-114 you know pronoun?         1   
12.08-12.13 T01-115 Apa itu pronoun?      1       
12.13-12.14 T01-116 Pengucapannya berbeda.     1       
12.14-12.15 T01-117 Dan how to pronounce it, how to make English better?         1   
12.16-12.20 T01-118 Biar bahasa inggrisnya bagus harus gimana?          1   
12.20-12.21 T01-119 You always practice, don’t be ashamed to make some mistakes.      1       
12.21-12.38 T01-120 
You can practice by listening reading, for the example you like to read 
magazines, novel, etc.       
  
  1   
12.38-12.39 T01-121 You try to read!       1     
12.39-12.45 T01-122 
Kalau ada tulisan bahasa inggris ditulis, for the example you find 
newspaper.     
1 
      
12.45-12.46 T01-123 dibaca dengan keras, you have to speak louder!        1     
12.46-12.50 T01-124 Jangan dalam hati.       1     
12.50-12.51 T01-125 Nanti lama lama akan terbiasa dengan ucapan bahasa inggris.     1       
12.51-12.52 T01-126 Okay!             
12.52-12.53 T01-127 And then you can try to listen from the music or western music.          1   
12.53-12.56 T01-128 Do you like to listening to the music?     1       
12.56-12.57 S Yes             
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13.01-13.02 S Love story             
13.02-13.03 T01-130 Please give the example, can you give the example?       1 1   
13.03-13.04 S (the student sang the songs)             
13.04-13.05 T01-131 wait, what is the title?     1       
13.06-13.07 S Love story             
13.07-13.08 T01-132 and then the singer?         1   
13.08-13.09 S taylor swift             
13.09-13.10 T01-133 Oh, I see.         1   
13.10-13.11 T01-134 okay, can you try to sing in front of your friend.       1 1   
13.11-13.12 T01-135 Come on! 1, 2, 3,  come on!        1     
13.12-13.16 T01-136 Coba nyanyikan aja. Sing!         1   
13.16-13.17 S (the student continue to sang the song)             
13.17-13.20 T01-137 okay, give applause to your friend!        1     
13.20-13.21 T01-138 This is the one of  the western song.      1       
13.21-13.24 T01-139 Is it interesting for you? Menarik ya?     1       
13.24-13.25 T01-140 Okay, English is very interesting.      1       
13.25-13.26 T01-141 English is so easy, is not difficult.      1       
13.26-13.27 T01-142 
You can love English through the song, bisa mencintai bahasa inggris 
pertama melalui lagu its okay nggapapa.          1   
13.27-13.28 T01-143 This is my experience when I was in junior high school.     1       
13.28-13.29 T01-144 
The first time, I really like English because one of the western song 
from Michael Jackson.     1       
13.29-13.30 T01-145 
Saya dulu pertama kali seneng bahasa inggris mulainya dari lagunya 
Michael Jackson.         1   
13.31-13.37 T01-146 The title is heal the world.       1       
13.37-13.38 T01-147 Kalian belum lahir ya? Nanti dicari dulu lah ya.         1   
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13.44-13.45 T01-149 Okay good!         1   
13.45-13.48 T01-150 You can listening to the western song.         1   
13.48-13.49 T01-151 And then you can translate the meaning of the song.         1   
13.49-13.54 T01-152 Arti dari lagunya itu apa dicari.          1   
13.55-13.57 T01-153  Awal mulanya dari situ dulu nggapapa.         1   
13.57-13.58 T01-154 Jadi, you will not learn English without love English.     1       
13.58-14.00 T01-155 Do you understand?     1       
14.00-14.01 T01-156 From listening to the western song its okay.         1   
14.01-14.05 T01-157 Dari awal mulanya mendengarkan lagu barat juga nggapapa.         1   
14.05-14.06 T01-158 Nanti you can try to watch news from the tv or youtube.         1   
14.07-14.08 T01-159 About condition of Jakarta or about Indonesian condition right now.     1       
14.08-14.11 T01-160 Kaya misalnya kondisi tentang Jakarta atau Indonesia.          1   
14.12-14.14 T01-161 Any question so far?          1   
14.14-14.22 S No.             
14.22-14.24 T01-162 jelas ya?          1   
14.24-14.27 T01-163 Please open the book page 7.       1     
14.27-14.28 T01-164 It is about recount text.     1       
14.28-14.31 T01-165 On the page 7, I want to try to read.     1       
14.31-14.32 T01-166 
I am so sorry if English lesson, I often speak use English, saya akan 
lebih sering menggunakan bahasa inggris.         1   
14.33-14.36 T01-167 
When you meet me, on the way class, in the canteen, in the mosque 
you have to speak to me in English.         1   
14.37-14.38 T01-168 
I always ask you using English. (the teacher read the passage and the 
student following the teacher).     1       
14.38-14.41 T01-169 okay. Can you discuss, what does it mean?     1   1   
14.42-14.44 T01-170 Ini membicarakan tentang pengalaman liburan.     1       
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14.48-14.49 T01-172 Ya, because the time is over.         1   
14.49-14.51 T01-173 Okay? Enough.          1   
14.51-14.53 T01-174 For your homework, you have to underline the hard meaning for you.     1       
14.53-15.00 T01-175 Digaris bawahi kata kata yang kamu belum ketahui artinya.     1       
15.00-15.04 T01-176 And then you have to look for it.      1       
15.04-15.10 T01-177 Nanti kita diskusikan untuk di next meeting.     1       
15.11-15.15 T01-178 Do you understand?     1       
15.16-15.20 S Yes             
15.21-15.25 T01-179 
Okay student, thank you very much for your attention, see you next 
time!      1       
15.26-15.30 T01-180 And I hope you are always be healthy forever.      1       
15.31-15.35 T01-181 Wassalamualaikum, wr.wb.             
                  
                  
    (SECOND MEETING)             
00.00-00.04 T01-182 Assalamualaikum wr.wb             
00.05-00.09 S Waalaikumsalam wr.wb             
00.09-00.11 T01-183 Good morning my students.     1       
00.13-00.15 S Good morning             
00.16-00.17 T01-184 How are you today?     1       
00.17-00.18 S I’m fine             
00.18-00.19 T01-185 Are you healthy today?     1       
00.19-00.28 S Ya, Alhamdulillah             
00.28-00.29 T01-186 I want you to help me, can you help me?       1 1   
00.30-00.33 S Yes             
00.33-00.34 T01-187 What the meaning of  “I want you to help me?"     1       
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00.50-00.51 S Yes             
00.51-01.05 T01-189 I want one of my students clean on the whiteboard please       1     
01.05-01.06 T01-190 What about riza? Can you clean the whiteboard please?       1 1   
01.06-01.07 S Yes             
01.07-01.08 T01-191 Okay, today I’d like to teach you an English features.     1       
01.08-01.09 T01-192 I want to ask you and first, about the day and about time.     1       
01.10-01.11 T01-193 I want to ask you "what day is today"     1       
01.11-01.16 T01-194 What day is today?     1       
01.16-01.19 T01-195 What is the meaning what day is today? Sekarang hari apa?     1       
01.19-01.26 T01-196 Sekarang hari apa?     1       
01.26-01.28 S Hari rabu             
01.28-01.33 T01-197 In English, can you say Rabu in English?          1   
01.33-01.35 T01-198 Today is?             
01.35-01.49 T01-199 Nama-nama hari pun tidak ingat.     1       
01.49-01.50 T01-200 Today is Wednesday,     1       
01.50-01.55 T01-201 Can you write down how to write “what day is today”?          1   
01.55-01.56 T01-202 Nulisnya bagaimana, "what day is today".         1   
01.56-02.20 T01-203 
You have to memorize the days in a week, Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, 
Wednesday and then Friday & Saturday.     1       
02.20-02.21 T01-204 Okay good, what day is today?     1   1   
02.21-02.37 T01-205 Is it true? Is it right? Right?     1       
02.37-02.38 S Yes             
02.38-02.55 T01-206 Ya it is true.     1       
02.57-03.05 T01-207 And then what about the answer?     1       
03.05-03.08 T01-208 Can you answer this question, please?         1   
03.09-03.22 T01-209 Jawabannya apa?     1       
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03.23-03.30 T01-211 Come on!       1     
03.30-03.32 T01-212 What day is today and then you answer today is Wednesday     1       
03.32-03.33 T01-213 Come on come forward and write down.       1     
03.33-o3.34 T01-214 Okay next I want to ask you what date is today.      1       
03.34-03.40 T01-215 Date the date, artinya apa the date?         1   
03.40-03.41 S Tanggal             
03.41-03.42 T01-216 Tanggal, berarti sekarang tanggal?         1   
03.42-03.43 S 16             
03.43-03.44 T01-217 Iya.              
03.44-03.45 T01-218 You have to write down first about the month     1       
03.45-03.53 T01-219 Bulannya dulu, bulannya apa?         1   
03.53-03.55 S September             
03.55-03.59 T01-218 September             
04.00-04.08 T01-219 Can you write down "what date is today"       1 1   
04.08-04.10 T01-220 Come on!        1     
04.10-04.18 T01-221 The song the name of the day, do you like singing?      1       
04.18-04.20 S Yes             
04.20-04.25 T01-222 What is singing?     1       
04.25-04.27 S Menyanyi             
04.27-04.35 T01-223 What is song?         1   
04.35-04.36 S Music             
04.36-04. 41 T01-224 Song? Song is?             
04.41-04.44 S Lagu             
04.44-04.47 T01-225 Kalau music?             
04.47-04.50 S Music             
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04.56-05.01 T01-227 (singing) good morning good morning             
05.01-05.03 T01-228 you have to know the meaning ya.     1       
05.03-05.06 T01-229 Good morning, what the meaning of good morning?     1       
05.06-05.08 S selamat pagi             
05.08-05.26 T01-230 selamat pagi, good morning itu selamat pagi.      1       
05.26-05.27 T01-231 Kalau selamat siang?     1       
05.27-05.32 S good afternoon             
05.32-05.36 T01-231 good afternoon     1       
05.36-05.42 T01-232 okay, if I ask you good morning you have to answer good morning       1     
05.42-05.43 T01-233 come on.       1     
05.43-05.44 T01-234 "Good morning" what is answer?     1       
05.44-05.46 S good morning             
05.46-06.13 T01-235 good afternoon!             
06.13-06.14 S good afternoon             
06.14-06.20 T01-236 good night!             
06.20-06.21 S good night             
06.21-06.22 T01-237 okay, how are you?     1       
06.22-06.23 S i am fine             
06.23-06.42 T01-238 
okay, can you sing the song? The popular song, is very popular, you 
haven’t heard? belum pernah denger ya, okay         1   
06.42-06.44 S Belum             
06.44-06.47 T01-239 
good morning good morning good afternoon good afternoon good 
evening good evening good night good night (singing).              
06.47-06.49 T01-240 
Kalau misalkan kalian lupa bahasa inggrisnya selamat pagi apa, siang 
apa sore apa, kemudian dilanjutkan dengan lagu yang lain bisa.      1       
06.49-06.54 T01-241 
And now you have to practice to your friend for example you enter to 
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06.54-06.56 T01-242 kemudian kamu sapa teman kamu ya         1   
06.56-06.57 T01-243 coba 2 anak         1   
06.57-07.08 S1 good morning             
07.08-07.12 S2 good morning             
07.14-07.23 T01-244 bagaimana kabarmu?      1       
07.24-07.27 T01-245 Bahasa inggrisnya itu apa?         1   
07.27-07.28 S1 how are you?             
07.28-07.29 S2 i am fine             
07.29-07.30 T01-246 Right         1   
07.30-07.31 T01-247 kamu tadi ke sekolah naik apa, bahasa inggrisnya apa?         1   
07.31-07.32 T01-248 how do you go to school      1       
07.33-07.45 T01-249 kamu jawab "I go to school"          1   
07.45-07.49 T01-250 naiknya apa?         1   
07.49-08.26 S2 Sepeda             
08.26-08.27 T01-251 sepeda, by bicycle.         1   
08.27-08.28 T01-252 "I go to school by bicycle", ulangi lagi!         1   
08.28-08.30 S1 good morning             
08.33-08.35 S2 good morning             
08.37-08.39 S1 how are you?             
08.39-08.40 S2 I’m fine             
08.47-08.51 S1 how do you go to school             
08. 52-08.53 S2 I go to school by bicycle             
08.53-08.54 T01-253 ya satu lagi.             
08.55-09.09 T01-254 "jam berapa kamu bangun setiap hari" bahasa inggrisnya apa?         1   
09.10-09.13 T01-255 what time do you get up every day? I get up at 5 o’clock every day     1       
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09.23-09.24 S1 good morning             
09.24-09.25 S2 good morning             
09.26-09.38 S1 how are you?             
09.39-09.41 S2 I’m fine             
09.42-09.43 S1 how do you go to school             
09.43-09.44 S2 I go to school by bicycle             
09.45-09.47 S1 what time do you get up every day?             
09.48-10.05 S2 I get up at 5 o’clock every day             
10.05-10.06 T01-257 okay good!          1   
10.07-10.21 T01-258 sit down please.       1     
10.21-10.22 T01-259 
This is the question, we usually use the simple present gunakan simple 
present karena sudah suatu kebiasaan atau sehari-hari biasa kita 
lakukan, daily activities.      1       
10.22-10.35 T01-260 You’re understand ya?         1   
10.36-10.37 T01-261 daily activities yang biasa kalian kerjakan sehari-hari     1       
10.38-10.44 T01-262 misalnya apa aja mulai dari wake up in the morning         1   
10.45-10.47 T01-263 I get up in the morning (bangun pagi) and then have a breakfast     1       
10.48-10.51 T01-264 kira-kira apa aja yang biasa kita lakukan sehari-hari         1   
10.52-11.51 T01-265 coba sebutkan satu-satu, "bangun pagi" terus apa lagi?         1   
11.02-11.03 T01-266 Sarapan, how do you say “sarapan” in English?     1       
11.04-11.09 T01-267 Having a breakfast and then go to school     1       
11.10-11.12 T01-268 "how do you go to school," terus apa lagi?         1   
11.12-11.13 T01-269 how many hours do you study?      1       
11.13-11.20 T01-270 
"berapa jam kamu belajar sehari-hari" itu juga menggunakan simple 
present ya, daily activities.     1       
11.20-11.21 T01-271 I want to ask you about daily activites     1       
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11.21-11.23 T01-272 saya akan tanya one by one, satu per satu tentang kegiatan sehari-hari 
kamu dalam bahasa inggris 
11.23-11.24 T01-273  you have to prepare about the answer, harus dijelaskan secara detail.     1       
11.24-11.27 T01-274  you first,              
11.27-11.28 T01-275 what time you get up everyday?     1       
11.28-11.29 S saya bangun             
11.29-11.30 T01-276 In English!             
11.30-11.31 T01-277 I don’t want you speak up in Indonesia         1   
11.31-11.32 T01-278 come on       1     
11.33-11.35 T01-279 I get up..             
11.35-11.37 S I get up at 4 o’clock every day             
11.37-11.38 T01-280 okay. You! how do you go to school?     1       
11.39-12.00 S I go to school by bicycle             
12.00-12.01 T01-281 okay very good.          1   
12.01-12.07 T01-282 what time you get up every day? I get up…     1       
12.07-12.08 S I get up at 5 o’clock every day             
12.08-12.13 T01-283 okay good!         1   
12.13-12.14 T01-284 next I want to ask you what time you have breakfast everyday?     1       
12.14-12.15 T01-285 I have a breakfast at, at six o’clock?     1       
12.16-12.20 S hmm setengah 6             
12.20-12.21 T01-286 
how do you say setengah 6 in English? A half past? A half past? 
setengah melewati 5 setengah 6 berarti "a half past 5?"     1       
12.21-12.38 S a half past five             
12.38-12.39 T01-287 
okay very good. This is about the daily activities and I want to ask you, 
how do you go to school every day?     1   1   
12.39-12.45 S I go to school by…             
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12.46-12.50 S by motorcycle             
12.50-12.51 T01-289 motorcycle. Okay! very good.         1   
12.51-12.52 T01-290 
One more question, how many types do you always read a book in a 
day?      1       
12.52-12.53 T01-291 How many times, berapa kali membaca buku seminggu?             
12.53-12.56 T01-292 Three,two or?             
12.56-12.57 S Three             
12.57-13.01 T01-293 three times you read a book.          1   
13.01-13.02 T01-294 What kind of book do you read? bacaannya bukunya apa?     1       
13.02-13.03 S buku cerita             
13.03-13.04 T01-295 buku cerita, in English how do you say? Story?         1   
13.04-13.05 S story book             
13.06-13.07 T01-296 story book. okay good.              
13.07-13.08 T01-297 Okay, please when you are answer my questions in English         1   
13.08-13.09 T01-298 you have to pay attention! what the vocabulary       1     
13.09-13.10 T01-299 
you will not answer correctly but you haven’t or atau you don’t have 
vocabulary     1       
13.10-13.11 T01-300 
you will difficultly to answer my question ya, akan sangat susah 
menjawab pertanyaan.         1   
13.11-13.12 T01-301 
Okay I will explain about simple present, saya akan jelaskan tentang 
simple present ya     1       
13.12-13.16 T01-302 penggunaan simple present untuk apa?             
13.16-13.17 T01-303 
Menjelaskan/menyatakan kegiatan yang biasa dilakukan sehari-hari, 
ada yang menggunakan to be, ada yang menggunakan kata kerja     1       
13.17-13.20 T01-304 saya jelaskan dulu yang menggunakan to be. S+to be + N (kata benda)         1   
13.20-13.21 T01-305 
the example of subject coba subject contohnya apa aja, dalam bahasa 
Indonesia ada ya saya, kamu, mereka, kami.         1   
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13.24-13.25 S I             
13.25-13.26 T01-307 I, terus apa lagi?         1   
13.26-13.27 S You             
13.27-13.28 T01-308 you, terus apa lagi?"         1   
13.28-13.29 S they, we             
13.29-13.30 T01-309 terus apa lagi?         1   
13.31-13.37 S She             
13.37-13.38 T01-310 she, very good! terus it, ini semua adalah subject.         1   
13.39-13.44 T01-311 kemudian, to be             
13.44-13.45 T01-312 To be emang misalnya apa?         1   
13.45-13.48 T01-313 Is,am,are itu adalah to be paham ya dingat-ingat.         1   
13.48-13.49 T01-314 Is untuk subjek apa aja?         1   
13.49-13.54 T01-315 he,she,it itu pakenya is         1   
13.55-13.57 T01-316 misalnya "dia seorang petani" bahasa inggrisnya apa?         1   
13.57-13.58 T01-317 "dia laki-laki" bahasa ingrisnya apa (HE) to be nya apa?         1   
13.58-14.00 T01-318 (HE) to be nya apa?         1   
14.00-14.01 S he is             
14.01-14.05 T01-319 seorang petani?             
14.05-14.06 S a farmer             
14.07-14.08 T01-320 pake subjek he kemudian is a farmer.          1   
14.08-14.11 T01-321 Sekarang kalo subjeknya saya ganti “they” they artinya apa they?         1   
14.12-14.14 S Mereka             
14.14-14.22 T01-322 mereka to be nya pake “is” atau “are”?         1   
14.22-14.24 S Are             
14.24-14.27 T01-323 pakenya “are”.          1   
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14.28-14.31 S they are student             
14.31-14.32 T01-325 "they are student"             
14.33-14.36 T01-326 siswanya berarti jumlahnya satu atau banyak? kalau mereka? Berarti?         1   
14.37-14.38 S Banyak             
14.38-14.41 T01-327 
kalo siswanya banyak menggunakan s atau tidak? Students ya? “they 
are students”         1   
14.42-14.44 T01-328 sampe sini paham?         1   
14.44-14.48 T01-329 Is it clear for you?      1       
14.48-14.49 T01-330 Paham ya?         1   
14.49-14.51 S Paham             
14.51-14.53 T01-331 
okay, sekarang kalau misalkan dia bukan seorang petani coba bahasa 
inggrisnya apa “dia bukan seorang petani”          1   
14.53-15.00 T01-332 iya, tinggal ditambahkan “not” saja berarti “he is not a farmer”         1   
15.00-15.04 T01-333 kemudian "mereka bukan siswa" bahasa inggrisnya apa? They are…         1   
15.04-15.10 S not students             
15.11-15.15 T01-334 "they are not students."              
15.16-15.20 T01-335 Paham ya?         1   
15.21-15.25 T01-336 nah sekarang kalo kalimat tanya gampang sekali tinggal dibalik         1   
15.26-15.30 T01-337 to be nya dulu didepan “to be” kemudian “S” + “N”         1   
15.30-15.35 T01-338 "Are they students? Apakah mereka siswa?"             
15.36-15.37 T01-339 Paham ya         1   
15.38-15.40 T01-340 gampang ya         1   
15.41-15.45 T01-341 
coba saya sekarang akan membuat, I want to make several sentence 
and then you have to translate into Indonesia     1       
15.46-15.50 T01-342 
saya bikin kalimat dulu dalam bahasa inggris kamu terjemahkan ke 
dalam bahasa Indonesia         1   
15.51-15.55 T01-343 
habis itu, after that you have to translate from indonesia sentence into 





Time Data Code Teacher utterance 
  TYPE 
STEP FRZ FRM CON CAS INT 
15.56-16.00 T01-344 
okay, I want to ask you “saya seorang siswa” how do you say in 
English?     1       
16.05-16.10 T01-345 Menggunakan rumus yang tadi     1       
16.10-16.15 T01-346 “saya” bahasa inggrisnya?         1   
16.16-16.20 S I             
16.20-16.25 T01-347 I. okay good!          1   
16.26-16.30 T01-348 “to be” nya pakenya apa? Is/am/are?         1   
16.31-16.35 S Are             
16.36-16.40 T01-349 I kalo “I” pakenya apa?          1   
16.41-16.45 T01-350  Kalo “I” to be nya pakenya “am”         1   
16.46-16.50 T01-351 “saya seorang siswa” coba bahasa inggrisnya apa? “I am…”         1   
16.51-17.00 S I am a students             
17.01-17.05 T01-352 "saya seorang guru?"             
17.06-17.10 S I am a teacher             
17.11-17.15 T01-353 paham ya kalau subjeknya “I” menggunkan to be “am”.         1   
17.16-17.20 T01-354 do you understand?     1       
17.20-17.25 S Yes             
17.26-17.30 T01-355 very good!          1   
17.31-17.35 T01-356 sekarang “dia (laki-laki) seorang tukang kayu”             
17.36-17.40 S he is             
17.31-17.37 T01-357 he is.              
17.31-17.40 T01-358 Okay! very good!         1   
17.41-17.45 T01-359 "he" to be nya “is”             
17.46-17.50 T01-360 very good!         1   
17.51-17.55 T01-361 "he is carpenter?"             
17.55-18.00 S he is a carpenter             





Time Data Code Teacher utterance 
  TYPE 
STEP FRZ FRM CON CAS INT 
18.06-18.10 S he is a pilot             
18.11-18.15 T01-363 subjeknya ganti mereka?         1   
18.16-18.20 S they are a pilot             
18.20-18.25 T01-364 okay good.          1   
18.26-18.30 T01-365 Nah sekarang kalo subjeknya menggunakan dia (perempuan).         1   
18.31-18.35 T01-366 “dia (perempuan) seorang pramugari” ada yang bisa?         1   
18.36-18.40 S she is             
18.41-18.45 T01-367 do you understand?     1       
18.46-18.50 S Yes             
18.51-18.55 T01-368 okay sementara materinya itu dulu         1   
18.56-19.00 T01-369 thank you very much     1       
19.01-19.05 T01-370 you can go on going to the mosque for praying sholat dhuhur.         1   
19.06-19.10 T01-371 Thank you very much.     1       
19.11-19.15 T01-372 Wassalamualaikum wr.wb             
19.16-19.20 S waalaikumsalam wr.wb             
                  
                  
   (THIRD MEETING)             
00.00-00.05 T01-373 Assalamualaikum wr.wb.             
00.05-00.11 S Waalaikumsalam wr.wb.             
00.12-00.15 T01-374 Good morning my students     1       
00.16-00.17 S Good morning ma’am             
00.17-00.18 T01-375 How are you today?     1       
00.18-00.19 S I’m fine             
00.19-00.28 T01-376 Are you healthy today?     1       





Time Data Code Teacher utterance 
  TYPE 
STEP FRZ FRM CON CAS INT 
00.30-00.33 T01-377 Alhamdu?             
00.33-00.34 S Lilah             
00.34-00.50 T01-378 Yes, it’s special occasion.      1       
00.50-00.51 T01-379 I’d like to say thank you to Allah SWT always give us healthy.     1       
00.51-01.05 T01-380 I want to test your spirit.     1       
01.05-01.06 T01-381 If I say SMP Ihsaniyah, jawab tetap semangat okay!       1     
01.06-01.07 S Yes             
01.07-01.08 T01-382 "1, 2, 3, SMP Ihsaniyah!"             
01.08-01.09 S Tetap semangat             
01.10-01.11 T01-383 Good!         1   
01.11-01.16 T01-384 I want one of you to clean the whiteboard please.     1       
01.16-01.19 T01-385 Can you help me?         1   
01.19-01.26 S Yes             
01.26-01.28 T01-386 Can you help me?         1   
01.28-01.33 S Yes             
01.33-01.35 T01-387 I’d like to introduce myself my name is Mrs. Etin.      1       
01.35-01.49 T01-388 You have to know about me.     1       
01.49-01.50 S Yes I know             
01.50-01.55 T01-389 Actually, I want to you come forward (choose one of student)       1     
01.55-01.56 T01-390  He is so handsome boy, really.     1       
01.56-02.20 T01-391  He can speak English well!         1   
02.20-02.21 T01-392  you know?          1   
02.21-02.37 T01-393 We can speak English well.         1   
02.37-02.38 S Yes             
02.38-02.55 T01-394 Every I speak English.          1   





Time Data Code Teacher utterance 
  TYPE 
STEP FRZ FRM CON CAS INT 
03.05-03.08 T01-396 How are you today?     1       
03.09-03.22 S I today             
03.22-03.23 T01-397 How are you today? I ask you.     1       
03.23-03.30 S I’m fine             
03.30-03.32 T01-398 Are you healthy?     1       
03.32-03.33 S Are you healthy? (Repeat the teacher say)             
03.33-o3.34 T01-399 Are you healthy?     1       
03.34-03.40 S Artinya apa miss?             
03.40-03.41 T01-400 "Yes I am" (mrs etin menjawab)             
3.41-03.42 T01-401 Once more!       1     
03.42-03.43 T01-402 
I want one of you give one sentence for your friend, satu kalimat untuk 
teman kamu.       1     
3.43-03.44 T01-403 Who wants to ask him?         1   
03.44-03.45 T01-404 ada yang mau tanya sama dia?         1   
03.45-03.53 S Saya             
03.53-03.55 T01-405 Yeah okay good.         1   
03.55-03.59 S Where are you from?             
04.00-04.08 T01-406 Where are you from?     1       
04.08-04.10 T01-407 Where are you from?     1       
04.10-04.18 S Yes             
04.18-04.20 T01-408 Where are you from? (I’m from Tegal)     1       
04.20-04.25 S I’m from Tegal             
04.25-04.27 T01-409 I will repeat, "where are you from?"     1       
04.27-04.35 S I’m from Tegal             
04.35-04.36 T01-410 Okay good, sit down.       1 1   
04.36-04. 41 T01-411  And it's occasion i’d like to tell you about simple past tense ya.      1       





Time Data Code Teacher utterance 
  TYPE 
STEP FRZ FRM CON CAS INT 
04.44-04.47 T01-413  I want to give you a song.      1       
04.47-04.50 T01-414 You like sing a song?         1   
04.50-04.54 S Yes             
04.56-05.01 T01-415 What is song? Song itu lagu.         1   
05.01-05.03 S Lagu             
05.03-05.06 T01-416 Tapi kalo sing?         1   
05.06-05.08 T01-417 Sing (nyanyi)             
05.08-05.26 T01-418 "Sing a song" menyanyikan sebuah?         1   
05.26-05.27 S Lagu             
05.27-05.32 T01-419 Ada yang bisa? Yang sederhana saja because it's still morning.          1   
05.32-05.36 T01-420 
We can say "good morning" lagunya sederhana tapi bikin kita 
semangat.         1   
05.36-05.42 T01-421 Jadi kenapa saya selalu menyapa good morning padahal udah siang         1   
05.42-05.43 T01-422 you know the reason? ada yang tahu alasannya? why? Karena?         1   
05.43-05.44 S Karena belum dhuhur             
05.44-05.46 T01-423 It’s not the point     1       
05.46-06.13 T01-424 
karena kalau selamat pagi itu tandanya kita selalu bersemangat 
walaupun sudah siang, ketika mengucap selamat pagi selalu 
bersemangat (teacher sing a song)          1   
06.13-06.14 S (students sing a song following the teacher)             
06.14-06.20 T01-425 coba lagi, 1 2 3!       1     
06.20-06.21 S (student sing again)             
06.21-06.22 T01-426 Semangat ya okay!       1     
06.22-06.23 T01-427 actually I want to ask "what is today?" sekarang hari apa?     1       
06.23-06.42 S Kamis             
06.42-06.44 T01-428 Today is?             





Time Data Code Teacher utterance 
  TYPE 
STEP FRZ FRM CON CAS INT 
06.47-06.49 T01-429 Tuesday, very good!          1   
06.49-06.54 T01-430 you’re so smart and what date is today? sekarang tanggal berapa?     1       
06.54-06.56 S Seventeen             
06.56-06.57 T01-431 September, 17th 2020.              
06.57-07.08 T01-432 okay very good.         1   
07.08-07.12 T01-433 
And now you have to open the book page 7, halaman 7 sebelum ke 
materi       1     
07.14-07.23 T01-434 
 I just want to check your vocabulary, sebelum ke materi saya mau 
ngecek vocabulary kamu.     1   1   
07.24-07.27 T01-435 
For example (teacher write on whiteboard) Kira-kira ini kata apa? 
Sebutkan satu huruf yang kalo misalkan sudah bisa nyambung jadi satu 
kata dan bisa diartikan         1   
07.27-07.28 T01-436 
yang artinya ini (teacher wrote berenang on whiteboard) gampang 
banget pasti langsung ketebak.         1   
07.28-07.29 S Swimming             
07.29-07.30 T01-437 Iya seperti itu.         1   
07.30-07.31 T01-438 
Kalo ini terlalu mudah sekarang saya kasih yang agak sulit yang 
artinya kesempatan, ada yang tau artinya?         1   
07.31-07.32 T01-439 bahasa Inggrisnya ada yang tau?         1   
07.33-07.45 T01-440 
Kalo ngga ada satu-satu boleh sebutkan satu huruf dulu bareng-bareng 
ini.         1   
07.45-07.49 S Kamus keh kamus             
07.49-08.26 T01-441 Don’t see the dictionary, jangan pake kamus.        1 1   
08.26-08.27 T01-442 Jangan liat kamus dulu.         1   
08.27-08.28 S Eh, jangan liat kamus woy.             
08.28-08.30 T01-443 Jangan liat kamus dulu, intinya saja dulu yang ada di otak kamu.          1   
08.33-08.35 T01-444 Coba sebutkan huruf apa saja. Cepet. Hurry up, bebas.         1   





Time Data Code Teacher utterance 
  TYPE 
STEP FRZ FRM CON CAS INT 
08.39-08.40 T01-445 Apa? G.              
08.47-08.51 T01-446 Ada ngga?         1   
08. 52-08.53 T01-447 Kalo ngga ada saya taro sini         1   
08.53-08.54 T01-448 apa lagi?         1   
08.55-09.09 S A miss A             
09.10-09.13 T01-449 Ada, apa lagi?         1   
09.14-09.22 S B             
09.23-09.24 S C miss C             
09.24-09.25 T01-450 T and then?         1   
09.26-09.38 S Y, O miss O             
09.39-09.41 S S miss S             
09.42-09.43 T01-451 S? no!         1   
09.43-09.44 S R             
09.45-09.47 T01-452 Okay! R             
09.48-10.05 S W. W             
10.05-10.06 T01-453 Okay             
10.07-10.21 S X. X miss X             
10.21-10.22 S R miss             
10.22-10.35 S U, miss U             
10.36-10.37 T01-454 U?             
10.38-10.44 S M miss             
10.45-10.47 S Opportunity.             
10.48-10.51 T01-455 Okay good! Opportunity.          1   
10.52-11.51 T01-456 Very good.          1   
11.02-11.03 T01-457  Artinya apa tadi?         1   





Time Data Code Teacher utterance 
  TYPE 
STEP FRZ FRM CON CAS INT 
11.10-11.12 T01-458 Ingat ya.        1     
11.12-11.13 T01-459 Your vocabulary is very good.     1       
11.13-11.20 T01-460 Now page 7       1     
11.20-11.21 T01-461  I just want to read for you.     1       
11.21-11.23 T01-462 Have you got it the book?     1       
11.23-11.24 S Yes.             
11.24-11.27 T01-463 Udah siap ya, saya baca dulu.         1   
11.27-11.28 T01-464 
Disini banyak yang menjelaskannya menggunakan simple past tense 
ya.      1       
11.28-11.29 T01-465 You know simple past tense?         1   
11.29-11.30 T01-466 For the example "I want you to clean the white board please"     1       
11.30-11.31 S Yes.             
11.31-11.32 T01-467 
Simple past tense ya! is very popular jadi tenses yang digunakan untuk 
menyatakan pekerjaan yang telah dikerjakan, bisa menggunakan To Be 
bisa menggunakan kata kerja.     1       
11.33-11.35 T01-468 
Misalnya disini ada kata “Yesterday I was one of the best dance in my 
life”      1       
11.35-11.37 T01-469 coba mas dibaca dulu paragraph pertama.         1   
11.37-11.38 S (student read).             
11.39-12.00 T01-470 Okay good. (the next paragraph) You! (choose other student).         1   
12.00-12.01 S (student read).             
12.01-12.07 T01-471 Okay, bentar ya saya tulis dulu.          1   
12.07-12.08 T01-472 Dulu udah pernah belajar simple past tense ya.         1   
12.08-12.13 T01-473 
Tenses ini yang digunakan untuk menyatakan kegiatan yang telah 
dilakukan di masa lampau dan kalau simple present kan To Be nya (is, 
am, are), paham ya?     1       
12.13-12.14 T01-474 
Tapi kalau simple past tense “is” berubah menjadi “was”, “am” juga 





Time Data Code Teacher utterance 
  TYPE 
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12.14-12.15 S Was.             
12.16-12.20 T01-475 Kalo “are” menjadi “were”          1   
12.20-12.21 T01-476 paham ya sampe sini ya.         1   
12.21-12.38 T01-477 do you understand?         1   
12.38-12.39 S Yes             
12.39-12.45 T01-478 ya very good.         1   
12.45-12.46 T01-479 Saya contohkan didepan, misalkan "she…" masih inget ngga?         1   
12.46-12.50 T01-480 masih inget ngga?         1   
12.50-12.51 T01-481 To Be is itu untuk subjek apa saja?     1       
12.51-12.52 S She he it.             
12.52-12.53 T01-482 Kemudian kalo “am” untuk subjek apa?          1   
12.53-12.56 T01-483 Untuk subjek “I” hanya satu.             
12.56-12.57 T01-484 "Saya" yang menggunakan “am” yaitu “I”.              
12.57-13.01 T01-485 Kemudian “are” untuk subjek?     1       
13.01-13.02 S They we you.             
13.02-13.03 T01-486 Paham ya, ini simple present tense.          1   
13.03-13.04 T01-487 Tapi karena disini lampau, jadi kalian menggunakannya was.         1   
13.04-13.05 T01-488 Sampe sini paham?         1   
13.06-13.07 T01-489 Do you understand?     1       
13.07-13.08 S Yes.             
13.08-13.09 T01-490 Karena disini lampau jadi disini pake was juga.          1   
13.09-13.10 T01-491 Jadi karena lampau, jadi bukan “are” lagi tetapi were.     1       
13.10-13.11 T01-492 Sampe sini paham?         1   
13.11-13.12 T01-493 Do you understand?      1       
13.12-13.16 S Yes.             





Time Data Code Teacher utterance 
  TYPE 
STEP FRZ FRM CON CAS INT 
13.17-13.20 T01-495 
Misal dia itu dulunya seorang perawat tapi sekarang jadi ibu rumah 
tangga.         1   
13.20-13.21 T01-496 Berarti “she” To Be nya apa?         1   
13.21-13.24 S Was.             
13.24-13.25 T01-497 "She was a nurse two years ago."     1       
13.25-13.26 T01-498 Dua tahun yang lalu, misal ini.          1   
13.26-13.27 T01-499 Berarti sekarang masih jadi perawat ngga?         1   
13.27-13.28 S Ngga.             
13.28-13.29 T01-500 Sudah enggak jadi housewife ya          1   
13.29-13.30 T01-501 do you know housewife?     1       
13.31-13.37 S Ibu rumah tangga.             
13.37-13.38 T01-502 
Terus misalnya lagi, karena sekarang sudah bekerja sudah tidak jadi 
siswa berarti misalkan "mereka dulunya siswa."          1   
13.39-13.44 T01-503 Coba bahasa inggrisnya apa.         1   
13.44-13.45 T01-504 "Mereka" bahasa inggrisnya apa?         1   
13.45-13.48 S They.             
13.48-13.49 T01-505 They             
13.49-13.54 T01-506 To Be nya menggunakan apa? They were         1   
13.55-13.57 T01-507 mereka dulunya siswa, siswa bahasa inggrisnya apa?         1   
13.57-13.58 S Student.             
13.58-14.00 T01-508 "They were students," karena siswanya lebih dari satu jadi “students”.         1   
14.00-14.01 T01-509 They were students last year.      1       
14.01-14.05 T01-510 Sampe sini paham ya?         1   
14.05-14.06 T01-511 Satu kalimat lagi.     1       
14.07-14.08 T01-512 Ada yang mau kasih contoh?         1   
14.08-14.11 T01-513 Coba mas? Give me one example.       1     





Time Data Code Teacher utterance 
  TYPE 
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14.14-14.22 S She was a teacher 3 years ago.             
14.22-14.24 T01-515 Oh iya bagus! Artinya apa tadi?         1   
14.24-14.27 S Dia seorang guru 3 tahun yang lalu.         1   
14.27-14.28 T01-516 Nah sekarang, kalau pola kalimat negatifnya bagaimana?         1   
14.28-14.31 T01-517 Tinggal ditambahkan “not” ya. S + To Be + not + noun.      1       
14.31-14.32 T01-518 Ngga cuma kata benda, kata sifat boleh.         1   
14.33-14.36 T01-519 Yang tadinya "she was a nurse 3 years ago," menjadi?     1       
14.37-14.38 S Was not.             
14.38-14.41 T01-520 She was not a nurse 3 years ago.      1       
14.42-14.44 T01-521 Kalau ini menjadi? (Point the other sentence)     1       
14.44-14.48 S They were not.             
14.48-14.49 T01-521 Okay, they were not.      1       
14.49-14.51 T01-522 Betul!         1   
14.51-14.53 T01-523 They were not a students last year.      1       
14.53-15.00 T01-524 Kalau ini? (Point the other sentence)         1   
15.00-15.04 S She was not.             
15.04-15.10 T01-525 Okay good!          1   
15.11-15.15 T01-526 She wasn’t a teacher 3 years ago.     1       
15.16-15.20 T01-527 Okay, thank you very much for your attention     1       
15.21-15.25 T01-528 see you!         1   
15.26-15.30 T01-529 And I hope you always be healthy.         1   
15.31-15.35 T01-530 Wassalamualaikum wr.wb              
15.36-15.40 S waalaikumsakam wr.wb             
    TOTAL   0 193 59 245 0 497 








TRANSCRIPTION OF SECOND ENGLISH TEACHER 02 (2 MEETINGS) 
Time Data Code Teacher Utterance 
  TYPE 
STEP FRZ FRM CON CAS INT 
    (FIRST MEETING)             
00.00-00.04 T02-1 
To enter or to continue your study to senior high school, untuk 
melanjutkan ke tingkat SMA miss dhani akan kasih nilai 80 untuk 
kalian yang hadir pada hari ini.      1   1   
00.05-00.09 T02-2 Jadi, please be honest.       1     
00.09-00.11 T02-3 Don’t cheat to your friend!       1 1   
00.13-00.15 T02-4 Ngga usah nyontek temannya.         1   
00.16-00.17 T02-5 It is unnecessary, tidak diperlukan.     1       
00.17-00.18 T02-6 Do it by yourself, stay at home.       1     
00.18-00.19 T02-7 Maybe you can open your dictionary.          1   
00.19-00.28 T02-8 Jangan pake cara tidak jujur.          1   
00.28-00.29 T02-9 
Ketika kamu membaca kisi kisi, you can understand by yourself  jika 
mapel lain, tapi kalo Bahasa inggris without guiding your teacher, 
kalian tidak bisa membacanya sendiri manfaatkan petunjuk dari guru.     1   1   
00.30-00.33 T02-10 
Okay, persiapkan buku tulis kalian,  prepare your book and your pen, 
siapkan buku tulis dan pen kalian.     1 1     
00.33-00.34 T02-11 
Tomorrow, buku yang kemaren dikumpulkan you have to take it, harus 
diambil.         1   
00.34-00.50 T02-12 
Keep in your mind, keep in your heart kalian masih santri HIS yang 
harus tetap disiplin.       1     
00.50-00.51 T02-13 Untuk mempersingkat waktu kalian langsung tulis saja ya.       1 1   
00.51-01.05 S (Students are listening the teacher’s explanation)             
01.05-01.06 T02-14 
Nomer satu, nomer dua, nomer tiga kasih tanda panah aja nada dialog 
berupa ucapan selamat.          1   





Time Data Code Teacher Utterance 
  TYPE 
STEP FRZ FRM CON CAS INT 
01.07-01.08 T02-16 
Pada nomer 4,5,6 masih tentang dialog tentang harapan/hope yang 
sudah miss dhani ajarkan.         1   
01.08-01.09 T02-17 7,8,9 masih tentang dialog hope/expectation.     1       
01.10-01.11 T02-18 10,11,12 tentang greeting card yaitu berupa text.     1       
01.11-01.16 T02-19 Bedanya kalo tadi short dialog ini text ya.          1   
01.16-01.19 T02-20 Greeting card tapi berupa text, text bacaan tapi temanya greeting card.             
01.19-01.26 T02-21 13,14,15 masih greeting card tapi bertemakan makna tersirat         1   
01.26-01.28 T02-22 What is the differences "tersirat dan tersurat?"      1       
01.28-01.33 S 
Silent (The students are thinking about the differences between tersirat 
and tersurat)             
01.33-01.35 T02-23 Diingat-ingat ya nak.           1 
01.35-01.49 T02-24 
Kalo tersurat itu jawabannya ada dibacaan, misalnya who send the 
card? Siapa yang mengirim kartu.         1   
01.49-01.50 T02-25 
Jawabannya misal ani budi disitu tertulis jelas atau who is receiver of 
the text.         1   
01.50-01.55 T02-26 Soal ini ikutnya LOTS,  Low Order Thinking Skill.          1   
01.55-01.56 T02-27 Jadi ngga mikir berat.         1   
01.56-02.20 T02-28 Tapi kalo tersirat itu jawabannya menyimpulkan sendiri.         1   
02.20-02.21 T02-29 Jawabannya tidak ada dibacaan jadi harus berfikir lebih.     1       
02.21-02.37 T02-30 Lanjut,  16,17,18 kalian tulis dialog singkat.          1   
02.37-02.38 T02-31 Ini tentang procedure tapi berupa dialog         1   
02.38-02.55 T02-32 Apa sih miss dialog procedure itu?         1   
02.57-03.05 T02-33 
Kita memang belum sempat bertatap muka ya nak, untuk menjelaskan 
procedure ini           1 
03.05-03.08 T02-34 Contohnya Hi Abi what are you doing? I am having breakfast.     1       
03.09-03.22 T02-35 
Terus "what’s your menu for breakfast," "apa menu kamu untuk 
breakfast?."     1       
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03.23-03.30 T02-37 
 Did you make it by yourself? Apakah kamu bikin sendiri Abi? Of 
course I make it.     1       
03.30-03.32 T02-38 
 I want to show you how to make a fried rice, aku mau kasih tau kamu 
bagaimana cara membuat nasi goreng.     1   1   
03.32-03.33 T02-39 Nah itu namanya dialog procedure test.          1   
03.33-o3.34 S Silent (Students are taking notes of what miss dhani said)             
03.34-03.40 T02-40 Yang ditanyakan sekarang pernyataan tersurat dari dialog tersebut.     1       
03.40-03.41 T02-41 Inget tersurat itu ada di jawaban.         1   
3.41-03.42 T02-42 
Misalnya, "how many steps in how to make fried rice? Ada berapa 
stepnya".     1       
03.42-03.43 T02-43 Nah itu kalian hitung.          1   
3.43-03.44 T02-44 Atau soalnya "what will you do after frying the egg"     1       
03.44-03.45 T02-45 
Apa yang akan kamu lakukan setelah menggoreng telur atau what will 
you do before cutting the onion, apa yang kamu lakukan sebelum 
memotong bawang.     1       
03.45-03.53 T02-46 Itu berarti ada di dialog tersebut.     1       
03.53-03.55 T02-47 Ini gampang banget jadi harus dijawab dengan benar.         1   
03.55-03.59 T02-48 
Berikutnya nomer 19-22 ini bukan dialog lagi, tapi teks tentang 
procedure.         1   
04.00-04.08 T02-49 Di semester satu ini teks yang panjang hanya procedure saja.     1       
04.08-04.10 T02-50 Bentuknya teks bukan dialog lagi jadi agak panjang.     1       
04.10-04.18 T02-51 
Kali ini soalnya tentang how to make cake, bagaimana cara membuat 
kue.      1       
04.18-04.20 T02-52 Kalo ada pertanyan jawabannya ada di bacaan semua.         1   
04.20-04.25 T02-53 Kalian tulisannya liat nak? Hallo         1 1 
04.25-04.27 S Iya miss             
04.27-04.35 T02-54 Jangan bobok ya. Nanti miss dhani jelaskan kalian malah tidur.         1   
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04.36-04. 41 T02-55 Lanjut 23-25 ini yang miss dhani kasih tugas kalian.          1   
04.41-04.44 T02-56 How to make traditional drink.     1       
04.44-04.47 T02-57 Di nomer 23 dan 25 tentang traditional drink         1   
04.47-04.50 T02-58 Nah ini dialog bentuknya.          1   
04.50-04.54 T02-59 
For example, Hi rudi what are you drinking now? Apa yang sedang 
kamu minum sekarang?     1       
04.56-05.01 T02-60 "I am drinking wedang ungu."     1       
05.01-05.03 T02-61 "How to make wedang ungu?"     1       
05.03-05.06 T02-62 Itu adalah percakapan.     1       
05.06-05.08 T02-63 Nah itu tersurat, kalo tersurat ada dipercakapan lagi.         1   
05.08-05.26 T02-64 Nomer berikutnya adalah 26-28 masih procedure.         1   
05.26-05.27 T02-65 
Jadi PAS ini level kesulitannya diturunkan sekali karena kalian kan 
tidak full tatap muka.      1       
05.27-05.32 T02-66 So, we decrease the quality of exercises.     1       
05.32-05.36 T02-67 No 26-28 yaitu how to make modern drink.     1       
05.36-05.42 T02-68 Tapi bukan bentuk teks atau dialog tapi rumpang.         1   
05.42-05.43 T02-69 Rumpang itu kalimat kosong yang diisi jawaban.     1       
05.43-05.44 T02-70 29-32 adalah how to make west food.      1       
05.44-05.46 S Silent (The students are giving full attentions to miss dhani)             
05.46-06.13 T02-71 Bagaimana cara membuat masakan orang barat.      1       
06.13-06.14 T02-72 Misalnya spaghetti, keluarnya pertanyan tersurat tersirat sesuai bacaan.      1       
06.14-06.20 T02-73 Tersurat ada dibacaan tersirat itu menyimpulkan sendiri.     1       
06.20-06.21 T02-74 33-36 tentang how to operate something.      1       
06.21-06.22 T02-75 Bagaimana cara mengoperasikan sesuatu.      1       
06.22-06.23 T02-76 Biasanya tuh kalo beli barang baru ada work booknya.         1   
06.23-06.42 T02-77 
Nah itu, 37-40 how to operate mobile phone bagaimana 
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06.42-06.44 T02-78 Ada soal synonym, misalnya Abi comes to sofi’s house.     1       
06.44-06.47 T02-79 This house refers to? Yang digaris bawahi this.     1       
06.47-06.49 T02-80 Nah thisnya itu siapa? sofi     1       
06.49-06.54 S Silent (The students are giving full attentions to miss dhani)             
06.54-06.56 T02-81 Contoh lagi, Abi gives his flower to venda. It is beautiful flower.      1       
06.56-06.57 T02-82 It is beautiful flower.      1       
06.57-07.08 T02-83 The word it refers to flower.     1       
07.08-07.12 T02-84 Jadi it itu menggantikan rose bukan venda.     1       
07.14-07.23 T02-85 Hadi tidak tidur ya di?     1       
07.24-07.27 S Engga miss             
07.27-07.28 T02-86 Untuk essay 1-5 wajib diisi ya nak.            1 
07.28-07.29 T02-87 Apapun jawabannya.     1       
07.29-07.30 T02-88 Karena essay pun salah dapet nilai.         1   
07.30-07.31 T02-89 Essay no 1 dan 2 tentang dialog yang sama tentang harapan.     1       
07.31-07.32 T02-90 3,4,5 tentang resep makanan, how to make cake.     1       
07.33-07.45 T02-91 
Meskipun ngantuk tolong ditulis, entah itu procedure hape, elektronik, 
dll.         1   
07.45-07.49 T02-92 Nilai PAS will influence whether you fail or pass.     1       
07.49-08.26 T02-93 Kamu lulus atau tidak dari nilai PAS karena tidak ada ujian nasional.      1       
08.26-08.27 T02-94 Gimana sudah liat wajahnya miss dhani lagi?         1   
08.27-08.28 S Udah miss             
08.28-08.30 T02-95 Ada yang mau ditanyakan?          1   
08.33-08.35 S Miss kenapa PAS nya ga online miss?             
08.37-08.39 T02-96 Karena biar kamu engga nyontek         1   
08.39-08.40 S Hahahahhaha             
08.47-08.51 T02-97 Karena biar kamu engga nyontek jadinya gitu.         1   
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08.53-08.54 T02-99 Seneng yah akhirmya offline?         1   
08.55-09.09 S Iyah miss bosen dirumah             
09.10-09.13 T02-100 Alhamdulillah masih ada ya yang bilang bosen dirumah.          1   
09.14-09.22 T02-101 Tapi miss dhani curiga kalian sudah nyaman dokem dirumah.         1   
09.23-09.24 T02-102 Ya betul?         1   
09.24-09.25 S Betul             
09.26-09.38 T02-103 Tapi ingat kalian masih santri HIS. Ada pertanyan lain so far?      1       
09.39-09.41 S Belum ada             
09.42-09.43 T02-104 Miss dhani curiga ada yang belum paham sama sekali.      1       
09.43-09.44 T02-105 Ayo, kasih pertanyan dulu sebelum kita tutup this materials         1   
09.45-09.47 S Silent (The students are giving full attentions to miss dhani)             
09.48-10.05 T02-106 Ayo, kalo ngga ngasih pertanyan miss dhani gamau close this meeting.          1   
10.05-10.06 T02-107 Coba tadi yang nulis? Miss dhani pengen lihat.          1   
10.07-10.21 T02-108 Ayo kasih tunjuk.         1   
10.21-10.22 S Silent (they are showing their notes)             
10.22-10.35 T02-109 
Kasih tunjuk miss dhani kalian tulis apa yang miss dhani sampaikan. 
Show me!         1   
10.36-10.37 S Silent (they are showing their notes)             
10.38-10.44 T02-110 Okay good! Venda, aulia good! Yuk yang lain show me you’ve write.          1   
10.45-10.47 S Silent (they are showing their notes)             
10.48-10.51 T02-111 Aulia             
10.52-11.51 S Silent (they are showing their notes)             
11.02-11.03 T02-112 Melinda, iya bagus. Melisa putri. Terus siapa lagi?     1       
11.04-11.09 S Silent (they are showing their notes)             
11.10-11.12 T02-113 Abi? Azmi mana azmi?          1   
11.12-11.13 S Silent (they are showing their notes)             
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11.20-11.21 S Nulis             
11.21-11.23 T02-115 Sobi, elfata, galang, haikal. Tulisannya mana miss dhani mau lihat?         1   
11.23-11.24 S Ini ada (they are showing their notes)             
11.24-11.27 T02-116 Mana? Miss dhani mau lihat dong.         1   
11.27-11.28 S Silent (they are showing their notes)             
11.28-11.29 T02-117 Nulis apa itu, Bi?         1   
11.29-11.30 S Ini baru dua             
11.30-11.31 T02-118 
Astaghfirullahaladzim, okay my beloved students, before we close 
miss dhani want to give you question.      1     1 
11.31-11.32 T02-119 Miss dhani pengen denger jawaban jujur kalian.         1   
11.33-11.35 T02-120 Do you miss ihsaniyah? Kalian kangen ngga sama ihsaniyah?     1       
11.35-11.37 S Kangen             
11.37-11.38 T02-121 Kangen ya? Ya Allah.         1   
11.39-12.00 T02-122 Kalian kangen ngga sama galaknya miss dhani?         1   
12.00-12.01 S Hahahah, banget             
12.01-12.07 T02-123 Miss dhani kangen liat SMP ihsaniyah hidup lagi.         1   
12.07-12.08 T02-124 Lomba sepak bolanya menang, lomba popdanya menang.      1       
12.08-12.13 S Iya miss             
12.13-12.14 T02-125 
Okay my beloved students, maafkan miss dhani atas segala 
kesalahannya miss dhani ya.           1 
12.14-12.15 T02-126 
Tolong, meksipun kalian online terus daring terus kalian masih santri 
IHS ya, anak SMP ihsaniyah tolong jaga nama baik sekolah.     1       
12.16-12.20 T02-127 
Please, keep pray ya, nice to meet you, miss you and 
wassalamualaikum wr.wb     1       
12.20-12.21 T02-128 Waalaikumslaam wr.wb             
12.21-12.38 T02-129 I love you my students     1       
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    (SECOND MEETING)             
00.00-00.04 T02-130 Assalamualaikum wr. wb.             
00.05-00.09 T02-131 
Hello my students? Can you turn on your microphone? Do you hear 
my voice my students? Hello?      1 1 1   
00.09-00.11 T02-132 Do you hear my voice clearly my beloved students?     1     1 
00.13-00.15 T02-133 
Okay my beloved students, please turn on your speaker if you want to 
say something, and turn off your speaker if you don’t want to say 
something.       1   1 
00.16-00.17 T02-134 
Okay, during waiting for your friends join, I’ll check you, I’ll call your 
name and please push your pin.     1       
00.17-00.18 T02-135 miss mau lihat wajah kalian.          1   
00.18-00.19 T02-136 
I want to know about your school uniform, whether you use school 
uniform or no.      1       
00.19-00.28 T02-137 You understand my beloved student?           1 1 
00.28-00.29 S Suaranya putus putus             
00.30-00.33 T02-138 Suaranya putus putus, oh koneksi internet.      1       
00.33-00.34 T02-139 
Putus putus banget apa gimana? Gimana sekarang? Jelas? Suaranya 
putus putus banget apa gimana? Pake Bahasa indoneisa aja putus putus 
apa lagi Bahasa inggris nih.         1   
00.34-00.50 S Suaranya kecil             
00.50-00.51 T02-140 Emang suaranya miss  itu merdu, lemah, lembut dari sananya.         1   
00.51-01.05 T02-141 
Hello my beloved students, during waiting for your friends join, I’ll 
call your name before we start studying English.     1     1 
01.05-01.06 T02-142 Clearly? Clearly? Is it clear for you?      1       
01.06-01.07 T02-143 
Okay my beloved students, please turn on your speaker if you want to 
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something. 
01.07-01.08 T02-144 Okay, before starting google meet or starting studying English today.         1   
01.08-01.09 T02-145 
I would like to check your attendance today from 9A, please give me 
your respond if I call you.     1 1     
01.10-01.11 T02-146 Today, I’ll give you a test.     1       
01.11-01.16 T02-147 
Hari ini miss dhani akan memberikan kalian test dan I’ll tick your 
score dan Miss Dhani akan ambil nilainya.     1       
01.16-01.19 T02-148 
Karena kita sudah lama, daftar isinya Miss Dhani sampe kosong karena 
miss dhani jarang ambil nilai karena kita ngga pernah ketemu ya.          1   
01.19-01.26 T02-149 We never met each other.     1       
01.26-01.28 T02-150 So, today I’ll give you a test and the exercise will be occur in PAS.     1       
01.28-01.33 T02-151 Soal yang Miss dhani bagikan hari ini akan muncul di PAS besok.     1       
01.33-01.35 T02-152  PAS will be started insyaAllah on 19 november.         1   
01.35-01.49 T02-153 Tes nya secara offline ya bukan online jadi pake hard copy.         1   
01.49-01.50 T02-154  Prepare your book, pen, and dictionary.        1     
01.50-01.55 T02-155 Siapkan buku, pulpen, dan kamus       1     
01.55-01.56 T02-156 I’ll give you five numbers, five numbers.     1       
01.56-02.20 T02-157 Jadi saya akan memberikan 5 nomer 5 nomer and we’ll discuss it.         1   
02.20-02.21 T02-158 Kita akan diskusikan 5 nomer yang kalian kerjakan.         1   
02.21-02.37 T02-159 Do it by yourself, be an honest student.       1     
02.37-02.38 T02-160 Keep in your mind and be an honest student.        1     
02.38-02.55 T02-161 Kamu sudah hadir saja, you join this meeting I will give you eight.     1       
02.57-03.05 T02-162 Kalian sudah hadir disini saja Miss Dhani kasih kalian 8.         1   
03.05-03.08 T02-163 
Today, I will take your honesty thing untuk melihat tingkat kejujuran 
kalian saja.     1       
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nggapapa. 
03.22-03.23 T02-165 It doesn’t matter, I don’t care about your score.      1       
03.23-03.30 T02-166 But I give you score based on your attitude.     1       
03.30-03.32 T02-167 
Do you hear my voice clearly, nak? Jelas kan ya? Tadi miss dhani 
intinya apa? Menjelaskan secara jujur.      1     1 
03.32-03.33 T02-168 Iya betul. How many numbers you get? kalian harus ngomong jujur.     1       
03.33-o3.34 T02-169 We will started now from number one.     1       
03.34-03.40 T02-170 Kita akan mendiskusikan from number four.      1       
03.40-03.41 T02-171  Be honest student.       1     
3.41-03.42 T02-172 
Yang miss dhani ambil nilainya dulu kelas 9D dan 9C, nanti akan miss 
dhani tanyakan nilainya berapa ya.          1   
03.42-03.43 T02-173 
Tolong yang bisa menjawab, if you want to try answer the question 
you can turn on your speaker, yang lain bisa turn off your speaker.       1     
3.43-03.44 T02-174 
You understand? Okay from number four, the intention of the text 
about.          1   
03.44-03.45 T02-175 Intention, what is the meaning of intention my beloved student?     1     1 
03.45-03.53 T02-176 Apa saja yah selain intention kalo menyatakan tujuan?         1   
03.53-03.55 T02-177 
The synonym of intention, kata kata yang menyatakan tujuan selain 
intention apa lagi?     1       
03.55-03.59 T02-178 Purpose             
04.00-04.08 T02-179 Okay, purpose terus apa lagi ya? Ada intention, purpose?         1   
04.08-04.10 S Goal             
04.10-04.18 T02-180 Good, pinter. apa lagi?         1   
04.18-04.20 S Aim.              
04.20-04.25 T02-181 Okay, good.          1   
04.25-04.27 T02-182 
What is the aim of the topic, what is the aim of the text, what is the 
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04.27-04.35 T02-183 
Walaupun kita jarang ketemu yah, miss dhani always proud selalu 
bangga dengan santri dan selalu berfikir positif dengan santri.         1   
04.35-04.36 T02-184 Bener bener awesome, luar biasa.         1   
04.36-04. 41 T02-185 Okay, number four.             
04.41-04.44 T02-186 Tujuan dari text diatas adalah? Ini kinds of greeting card ya.     1       
04.44-04.47 T02-187  Greeting card dalam bentuk teks.     1       
04.47-04.50 T02-188  Nanti juga ada greeting dalam bentuk dialog.     1       
04.50-04.54 T02-189 
 Ini apa? Tujuan dari teks diatas adalah? Apa tujuannya?  Hallo? 
What’s your answer?      1       
04.56-05.01 S Congratulate daddy success.              
05.01-05.03 T02-190 Okay good, Congratulate daddy success.         1   
05.03-05.06 T02-191 Jingga, ini yang ngirim jingga.         1   
05.06-05.08 T02-192 Kalo invite apa nak? What’s the meaning of invite?         1 1 
05.08-05.26 S Mengundang             
05.26-05.27 T02-193 kalo inform?         1   
05.27-05.32 S Memberitahukan             
05.32-05.36 T02-194 
Iya, kelas 9C dan 9D Miss dhani harap kalian juga confidence to say 
something.         1   
05.36-05.42 T02-195  Jawaban nomer 4 is D.         1   
05.42-05.43 T02-196 Congratulate daddy success.             
05.43-05.44 T02-197 
Number five, what does deddy done? Apa yang sudah dilakukan oleh 
deddy?      1       
05.44-05.46 S D             
05.46-06.13 T02-198 Oh my god! kok D sayang.          1 1 
06.13-06.14 T02-199 Yang sudah dilakukan Deddy ini lho.          1   
06.14-06.20 T02-200 Yang mana jawabannya? A or D? Jawabannya A dong.         1   
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06.21-06.22 T02-202 
Okay number six beginning, what is the synonym of beginning? Apa 
persamaannya?     1       
06.22-06.23 S Starting             
06.23-06.42 T02-203 Apa? Starting. Iya, okay nomer 7 gimana nomer 7 what is the topic?         1   
06.42-06.44 S B             
06.44-06.47 T02-204 
Seven B, ya betul, number 8 berapa banyak barang barang yang 
digunakan? Eight or nine?         1   
06.47-06.49 S 8             
06.49-06.54 T02-205 Eight or nine? Eight iya, okay lanjut number nine.         1   
06.54-06.56 T02-206 The similar meaning to punya persamaan dengan? hot, hot itu apa sih?         1   
06.56-06.57 S Panas             
06.57-07.08 T02-207 Kalo spicy apa sih spicy? Spicy itu pedas.          1   
07.08-07.12 T02-208 Kalo salty itu asin.         1   
07.14-07.23 T02-209 My beloved students, I actually wanna continue this exercise.         1 1 
07.24-07.27 T02-210 
I really really wanna give you many exercise to prepare PAS but I 
know about your kuota.         1   
07.27-07.28 T02-211 
Tapi insya Allah untuk sesuatu yang positif semoga rejekinya 
bertambah ya.         1   
07.28-07.29 T02-212 Oke dari kelas 9D dulu.          1   
07.29-07.30 T02-213 
Miss dhani mau tau your score, how many numbers you are wrong and 
how many numbers you are true.         1   
07.30-07.31 T02-214 Aby setiawan hadir hari ini?      1       
07.31-07.32 T02-215 Okay Rifandi, ngga ada.         1   
07.33-07.45 T02-216 Saeful Aziz? Dafa Rayhan? Dafa betul berapa Dafa?         1   
07.45-07.49 T02-217 How many numbers you are true?     1       
07.49-08.26 S Five Numbers     1       
08.26-08.27 T02-220 Oh, five numbers. Elfata, betul berapa?         1   
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08.28-08.30 T02-221 Fajar, is there fajar here? Oh ngga ada Fajar.          1   
08.33-08.35 T02-222 galang? tadi kayaknya ada galang         1   
08.37-08.39 S Three             
08.39-08.40 T02-223 Okay, Wildan Afandi.             
08.47-08.51 T02-224 Is Wildan Here? Azmi? How many numbers Azmi?      1       
08. 52-08.53 S Five             
08.53-08.54 T02-225 Rangga? ngga ada Rangga disini. Dinda?         1   
08.55-09.09 S Two             
09.10-09.13 T02-226 Okay. Dinda Winata?             
09.14-09.22 S Two             
09.23-09.24 T02-227 Raisa Aulia?             
09.24-09.25 S Four             
09.26-09.38 T02-228 Keysa?             
09.39-09.41 S Five             
09.42-09.43 T02-229 Halma? Is there halma here? Melinda Febi     1       
09.43-09.44 S Four             
09.45-09.47 T02-230 Keysa?             
09.48-10.05 S Five             
10.05-10.06 T02-231 Halma? Is there halma here? Melinda Febi     1       
10.07-10.21 S Four             
10.21-10.22 T02-232 Tunjukan wajahnya Melinda, Nadia? How many Nadia?     1       
10.22-10.35 S Five             
10.36-10.37 T02-233 Nazwa Ata, show your face Atta.      1       
10.38-10.44 T02-234 Berapa? Naila Elna? Zelvia? Is there any zelvia here? ngga ada ya.     1   1   
10.45-10.47 T02-235 Okay 9C,  Aulia Dina?              
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10.52-11.51 T02-236 Okay, three. Mana miss mau lihat. Okay,  Nola!         1   
11.02-11.03 S Five.             
11.04-11.09 T02-237 Okay, Maulidia Rizki Finasih, ngga ada. Laila Najmi?         1   
11.10-11.12 S Four             
11.12-11.13 T02-238 Venda?             
11.13-11.20 S Six              
11.20-11.21 T02-239 Fadillah Aulia berapa?         1   
11.21-11.23 S Four             
11.23-11.24 T02-240 Anjani, where is Anjani? Ngga ada, Anggi Nova?         1   
11.24-11.27 S Five             
11.27-11.28 T02-241 Afri Luna Cahya berapa?         1   
11.28-11.29 S Four             
11.29-11.30 T02-242 
Yafi? Yafi baru gabung mengerjakan engga? Yafi berapa? Show your 
face.         1   
11.30-11.31 S Dua             
11.31-11.32 T02-243 
Wintama Zaki? Syauqi? Ada yang lihat syauqi? Rizki Ahmad 
Muhajirin? Where is Rizki Ahmad?     1       
11.33-11.35 S Three             
11.35-11.37 T02-244 Okay Three. Malik? Hanif? Hanif ngga hadir lagi?         1   
11.37-11.38 S Hadir             
11.39-12.00 T02-245 Eh hadir.         1   
12.00-12.01 T02-246 Betul berapa Hanif?         1   
12.01-12.07 S Dua             
12.07-12.08 T02-247 Betul dua, Fadil Mustafa? Betul berapa dil?         1   
12.08-12.13 S Dua             
12.13-12.14 T02-248 Dua, Aldo? Aldo ngga pernah hadir nih.         1   





Time Data Code Teacher Utterance 
  TYPE 
STEP FRZ FRM CON CAS INT 
12.16-12.20 T02-250 Rifat, where is Rifat? ngga ada Rifat?          1   
12.20-12.21 T02-251 Okay my beloved students.           1 
12.21-12.38 T02-252 I think is enough for studying English today.      1       
12.38-12.39 T02-253 
We will continue doing exercise to prepare PAS, kita akan lanjutkan 
untuk mempersiapkan PAS in classroom ya     1       
12.39-12.45 T02-254 
Miss Dhani akan share di classroom dan kalian nanti langsung jawab di 
google classroom itu.     1 1     
12.45-12.46 T02-255 Is there any question so far?      1       
12.46-12.50 T02-256 Tetaplah jadi disiplin.       1     
12.50-12.51 T02-257 Jadi Santri yang disiplin.       1     
12.51-12.52 T02-258 
Datang tempat waktu, iman islam terjaga, tetep jaga sholat lima 
waktunya.       1     
12.52-12.53 T02-259 Keep pray five times in a day.       1     
12.53-12.56 T02-260 Nice to see you, see you next time.     1       
12.56-12.57 T02-261 Wassalamualaikum.                 
    TOTAL   0 106 21 124 17 268 








TRANSCRIPTION OF THIRD ENGLISH TEACHER 03 (3 MEETINGS) 
Time Data Code Teacher utterance 
  TYPE 
STEP FRZ FRM CON CAS INT 
    (FIRST MEETING)             
00.00-00.04 T03-1 Write on your book the blue print!        1     
00.05-00.09 T03-2 
Kisi kisi number one, you can write it on your book! first is about 
greeting.       1     
00.09-00.11 T03-3 Hello, can you hear me?         1   
00.13-00.15 S Apa tadi miss?             
00.16-00.17 T03-4 Greeting, Greeting is sapaan.     1       
00.17-00.18 T03-5 Have you written on your book?     1       
00.18-00.19 T03-6 Okay, number two is about leave taking.     1       
00.19-00.28 T03-7 Have you written it?     1       
00.28-00.29 T03-8 Leave taking is salam perpisahan     1       
00.30-00.33 T03-9 
Next, number three is about asking one direction, menanyakan 
kondisi seseorang atau tanya kabar.     1       
00.33-00.34 T03-10 Okay, I will use Indonesian but I hope you can write quickly.     1   1   
00.34-00.50 T03-11 
Number 3 adalah menanyakan kabar dan yang keempat adalah ucapan 
terimakasih.     1       
00.50-00.51 T03-12 Yang ke 5 adalah permintaan maaf.      1       
00.51-01.05 T03-13 So, today I’ve shared the blueprint to you all.     1       
01.05-01.06 T03-14 Ini dia blue printnya.         1   
01.06-01.07 T03-15 Can you hear my voice?         1   
01.07-01.08 T03-16 Okay, this is the blueprint.      1       
01.08-01.09 T03-17 Can you see the blueprint?         1   
01.10-01.11 T03-18 Menayakan kabar seseorang itu seperti “How Are You?”     1       





Time Data Code Teacher utterance 
  TYPE 
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01.16-01.19 T03-20 Ada yang bisa memberikan contoh lagi, how to ask one condition?     1       
01.19-01.26 S How do you do              
01.26-01.28 T03-21 How do you do, it is good!     1       
01.28-01.33 T03-22 And then? How is it going.     1       
01.33-01.35 T03-23 Okay, next we talk about leave taking yaitu menyatakan pamit.      1       
01.35-01.49 T03-24 Can you give me the examples?         1   
01.49-01.50 S Nice to meet you             
01.50-01.55 T03-25 Nice to meet you.      1       
01.55-01.56 T03-26 Okay, another one?         1   
01.56-02.20 T03-27 Good bye, see you itu masuk dalam leave taking ya.     1       
02.20-02.21 T03-28 Next we talk about ungkapan terimakasih atau gratitude.     1       
02.21-02.37 T03-29 Can you give me examples about gratitude, please?       1 1   
02.37-02.38 T03-30 Gratitude ucapan terimakasih, gimana contohnya?          1   
02.38-02.55 T03-31 Number five disini adalah tentang dialog permintaan maaf.      1       
02.57-03.05 T03-32 So, it is about apologizing.     1       
03.05-03.08 T03-33 Can you give me examples about apologizing?          1   
03.09-03.22 S Sorry             
03.22-03.23 T03-34 Okay, very good.         1   
03.23-03.30 T03-35 Okay, next dialog tentang perkenalan atau introduction.     1       
03.30-03.32 T03-36 Can you give me the example?         1   
03.32-03.33 T03-37 Kalo introduction tuh kayak apa contohnya?         1   
03.33-o3.34 T03-38 What is the meaning of introduction?     1       
03.34-03.40 T03-39 Apasih artinya introduction?         1   
03.40-03.41 S Perkenalan             
3.41-03.42 T03-40 Nah perkenalan.          1   





Time Data Code Teacher utterance 
  TYPE 
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3.43-03.44 T03-42 
Kayak "Hello, I am bla bla bla. Hello, my name is bla bla bla." like 
that.          1   
03.44-03.45 T03-43 Paham?              
03.45-03.53 S I was born in             
03.53-03.55 T03-44 "I was born in," that’s good!     1       
03.55-03.59 T03-45 And you can tell your address, your school in your introduction.         1   
04.00-04.08 T03-46 
Di introduction itu ngga hanya nama yang disebutkan, tapi juga bisa 
menyebutkan sekolahnya, hobinya, another.         1   
04.08-04.10 T03-47 So, can you understand? bisa dimengerti?          1   
04.10-04.18 T03-48 
Okay, next we will move to this one, family tree atau diagram 
keluarga.     1       
04.18-04.20 T03-49 Kemarin kita sudah belajar diagram keluarga.     1       
04.20-04.25 T03-50 Coba sekarang everyone open your book.       1     
04.25-04.27 S Bukunya masih dikumpulin             
04.27-04.35 T03-51 Yang bukunya masih dikumpulin siapa?      1       
04.35-04.36 T03-52 Kalo engga yang bawa bisa bareng sama temennya dulu.         1   
04.36-04. 41 T03-53 You can open your book page sixty six.        1     
04.41-04.44 T03-54 
Okay, sudah buka bukunya semua halaman 66? On page 66, 
dihalaman 66 terdapat vocabularies tentang family.      1       
04.44-04.47 T03-55 Have you read it? Sudah dilihat dan sudah dibaca?      1       
04.47-04.50 T03-56 You can answer the vocabulary one by one.          1   
04.50-04.54 T03-57 Let’s answer it together.      1       
04.56-05.01 T03-58 Yuk kita bahas sama sama.         1   
05.01-05.03 T03-59 Number one is about father. What is father?     1       
05.03-05.06 S Ayah             
05.06-05.08 T03-60 Okay that’s so easy, right?      1       





Time Data Code Teacher utterance 
  TYPE 
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05.26-05.27 S Ibu             
05.27-05.32 T03-62 Next, brother? Saudara laki laki.              
05.32-05.36 T03-63 Yang perlu diingat saudara laki laki disini adalah saudara kandung.     1       
05.36-05.42 T03-64 Jangan sampe maksudnya kamu adalah saudara sepupu.          1   
05.42-05.43 T03-65 No! Itu masuknya kandung.         1   
05.43-05.44 T03-66 
Entah itu older brother kakak laki laki yang lebih tua atau little 
brother, adek laki laki.     1       
05.44-05.46 T03-67 Jadi bisa kaka atau adek ya.     1       
05.46-06.13 T03-68 Okay, next. What about sister? What is sister?      1       
06.13-06.14 S Saudara perempuan.             
06.14-06.20 T03-69 Okay good.          1   
06.20-06.21 T03-70 How about daughter?     1       
06.21-06.22 T03-71 What did  you say "Daughter"?     1       
06.22-06.23 T03-72 Daughter is anak perempuan.     1       
06.23-06.42 T03-73 I talk about daughter.     1       
06.42-06.44 T03-74 Daughter ya not Doctor.          1   
06.44-06.47 T03-75 D-a-u-g-h-t-e-r.             
06.47-06.49 T03-76 After daughter is son.      1       
06.49-06.54 T03-77 What is the meaning of son?      1       
06.54-06.56 S Matahari              
06.56-06.57 T03-78 Hey, it’s no.              
06.57-07.08 T03-79 We talk about family tree     1       
07.08-07.12 S Anak laki laki             
07.14-07.23 T03-80 Ya, Good! Anak laki laki.          1   
07.24-07.27 T03-81 And now, we talk about Brother in Law.      1       
07.27-07.28 T03-82 Tadi kan brother artinya Saudara laki laki.     1       
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07.29-07.30 T03-84 Jadi, Brother in law means kaka ipar.     1       
07.30-07.31 T03-85 Tau gak ipar itu apa? Hello, tau gak ipar itu apa?         1   
07.31-07.32 T03-86 Ipar itu kalo kamu nikah sama orang, orang itu punya kakak.          1   
07.33-07.45 T03-87 
Kakaknya istri kamu atau kakaknya suami kamu akan menjadi ipar 
kamu.      1       
07.45-07.49 T03-88 Bukan kakak kandung tapi kakak dari istri/suami kamu nanti         1   
07.49-08.26 T03-89 Okay, kalo tadi brother in law itu kakak ipar laki laki         1   
08.26-08.27 T03-90 How about sister in law?     1       
08.27-08.28 S Kakak ipar perempuan             
08.28-08.30 T03-91 That’s good. Bagus.      1       
08.33-08.35 T03-92 We talk about father in law.      1       
08.37-08.39 S Ayah mertua             
08.39-08.40 T03-93 Okay, ngga ada ayah ipar ya.          1   
08.47-08.51 T03-94 Adanya ayah mertua.         1   
08. 52-08.53 T03-95 Very good.         1   
08.53-08.54 T03-96 So, Mother in law is?         1   
08.55-09.09 S Ibu mertua             
09.10-09.13 T03-97 That’s good, ibu mertua.     1       
09.14-09.22 T03-98 Grand father?             
09.23-09.24 S Kakek             
09.24-09.25 T03-99 Grand mother?             
09.26-09.38 S Nenek             
09.39-09.41 T03-100 Okay, How about grand parents?      1       
09.42-09.43 T03-101 There is no grandparents in the book.     1       
09.43-09.44 T03-102 Ngga ada grandparents di buku.         1   
09.45-09.47 T03-103 Miss ikfi nambahin sendiri.         1   
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keduanya. 
10.05-10.06 T03-105 So, grand parents is kakek nenek.      1       
10.07-10.21 T03-106 You understand?          1   
10.21-10.22 T03-107 Nah sekarang grand daughter.         1   
10.22-10.35 T03-108 Kalo daughter tadi apa artinya?         1   
10.36-10.37 S Cucu perempuan             
10.38-10.44 T03-109 Nah tu bener, cucu perempuan.          1   
10.45-10.47 T03-110 Nah kalo grand son, how about grand son?         1   
10.48-10.51 T03-111 Cucu laki laki.             
10.52-11.51 T03-112 
Sekarang gimana kalo miss ikfi mau bilang cucu cucu, baik 
perempuan ataupun laki laki apa dong?         1   
11.02-11.03 T03-113 
If we want to talk about cucu, baik perempuan ataupun laki laki apa 
dong?         1   
11.04-11.09 T03-114 You can say?         1   
11.10-11.12 S Grand child             
11.12-11.13 T03-115 
Okay, kalo cucunya cuma satu baik laki laki atau perempuan 
namanya grand child.          1   
11.13-11.20 T03-116 Kalo cucunya lebih dari satu namanya grand children.          1   
11.20-11.21 T03-117 So, grand children can be used for boy or girl.         1   
11.21-11.23 T03-118 Jadi bisa digunakan untuk cucu laki laki atau perempuan.      1       
11.23-11.24 T03-119 Do you understand?     1       
11.24-11.27 T03-120 Next talk about nephew.          1   
11.27-11.28 T03-121 Anyone knows?         1   
11.28-11.29 T03-122 What’s the meaning of nephew?      1       
11.29-11.30 S Keponakan laki laki             
11.30-11.31 T03-123 Ya keponakan laki laki         1   
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11.33-11.35 S Keponakan perempuan             
11.35-11.37 T03-125 Neice, kebalikannya dari nephew ya.          1   
11.37-11.38 T03-126 Niece is keponakan perempuan.      1       
11.39-12.00 T03-127 Next, we talk about aunt. Biasanya disebut tante.     1       
12.00-12.01 T03-128 Kalo bude apa? Apakah ada big aunt?          1   
12.01-12.07 T03-129 Jadi kalo bude atau tante kita manggilnya aunt          1   
12.07-12.08 T03-130 Jadi sama, saudara perempuannya ibu atau ayah disebut aunt.      1       
12.08-12.13 T03-131 Ngga ada big aunt, ngga ada little aunt.          1   
12.13-12.14 T03-132 Do you understand?     1       
12.14-12.15 T03-133 Okay next, uncle.         1   
12.16-12.20 T03-134 What is uncle?     1       
12.20-12.21 S Paman             
12.21-12.38 T03-135 Next wife, what is wife?     1       
12.38-12.39 S Wife adalah istri             
12.39-12.45 T03-136 Very good.          1   
12.45-12.46 T03-137 And how about husband?     1       
12.46-12.50 T03-138 What’s the meaning of husband?     1       
12.50-12.51 S Suami             
12.51-12.52 T03-139 Good. Sekarang miss ikfi punya pertanyan.          1   
12.52-12.53 T03-140 Sekarang semuanya lihat chat nya miss ikfi.         1   
12.53-12.56 T03-141 
Misalnya, there is a question. Mr. John is mrs. Rina’s husband. He’s 
grandfather of Lina. So, Mrs. Lina is Lina’s blablabla.      1       
12.56-12.57 T03-142 Can you answer my question?         1   
12.57-13.01 T03-143 
Mr. John is mrs. Rina’s husband. He’s grandfather of Lina. So, Mrs. 
Lina is Lina’s blablabla.             
13.01-13.02 T03-144 Anyone can answer?          1   
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13.03-13.04 T03-145 That’s good, the answer is grandmother.     1       
13.04-13.05 T03-146 Jadi, kalian paham ya apa itu silsilah.         1   
13.06-13.07 T03-147 Misal sekarang miss ikfi kasih contoh lagi         1   
13.07-13.08 T03-148 Look at your chat.       1     
13.08-13.09 T03-149 
Mr. john has two children, Raka and Rita. Raka has two daughter, 
Yuka and Yuki. The question is Yuka is mrs. Lina blablabla. Yuka is 
a girl.      1       
13.09-13.10 T03-150 Kalo gitu kalian bisa bilang Yuka is grand daughter.         1   
13.10-13.11 T03-151 Do you understand?      1       
13.11-13.12 T03-152 Do you get my poin?          1   
13.12-13.16 T03-153 Paham ya?             
13.16-13.17 T03-154 Kalo anggota keluarga sudah paham kita bahas tentang day/hari.         1   
13.17-13.20 T03-155 
Do you remember about day? Ada yang masih ingat tentang hari? 
from Sunday to Saturday?     1       
13.20-13.21 T03-156 Do you remember about that?     1       
13.21-13.24 T03-157 Okay I will tell you in Indonesia and you will answer in English.     1       
13.24-13.25 T03-158 Senin?             
13.25-13.26 S Monday             
13.26-13.27 T03-159 Okay, selasa?             
13.27-13.28 S Tuesday             
13.28-13.29 T03-160 Okay jangan cusday tapi tuesday.         1   
13.29-13.30 T03-161 And then rabu is?          1   
13.31-13.37 S Wednesday,              
13.37-13.38 T03-162 Good.         1   
13.39-13.44 T03-163 Kamis? Thursday.             
13.44-13.45 T03-164 Tuesday and Thursday beda ya.         1   
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13.48-13.49 T03-166 Then, Friday is jumat. Saturday is sabtu.     1       
13.49-13.54 T03-167 Okay, Sunday is minggu. Monday is senin.     1       
13.55-13.57 T03-168 And the question, can you see the chat?         1   
13.57-13.58 T03-169 The question will be like this.         1   
13.58-14.00 T03-170 Perhatikan pertanyannya.        1     
14.00-14.01 T03-171 Today is Saturday, two days ago is?         1   
14.01-14.05 T03-172 Look at your chat.       1     
14.05-14.06 T03-173 Miss ikfi udah kasih question disitu.         1   
14.07-14.08 T03-174 Jadi kalo ada kata ago, bla bla bla ago.          1   
14.08-14.11 S Monday             
14.12-14.14 T03-175 Are you sure Monday?     1       
14.14-14.22 T03-176 Jawabannya monday semua ya.     1       
14.22-14.24 T03-177 Yuk kita lihat jawabannya apa.         1   
14.24-14.27 T03-178 Ago itu lalu.     1       
14.27-14.28 T03-179 Jadi kalo ada pertanyan "Today is Saturday, two days ago is…"         1   
14.28-14.31 T03-180 Jawaban paling benar adalah punya Aliyah.     1       
14.31-14.32 T03-181 Jadi kalo hari ini hari sabtu dua hari yang lalu adalah hari kamis.          1   
14.33-14.36 T03-182 Misal kita mau pake kata last juga nggapapa.         1   
14.37-14.38 T03-183 Artinya sama aja lalu.         1   
14.38-14.41 T03-184 Contohnya adalah last two days artinya adalah dua hari yang lalu.     1       
14.42-14.44 T03-185 Can you get my point?         1   
14.44-14.48 T03-186 Okay, now we talk about yang akan datang apa sih?          1   
14.48-14.49 T03-187 We can say it with "next blablabla" for example "next Tuesday."         1   
14.49-14.51 T03-188 
Pakenya next atau next adalah berikutnya samanya dengan blablabla 
later.          1   
14.51-14.53 T03-189 Miss ikfi kasih contoh lagi ya.          1   
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15.00-15.04 T03-191 
You can write on your book, yang miss ikfi chat ini bisa di tulis 
dibuku ya.       1     
15.04-15.10 T03-192 And now I’ll give you a question again.     1       
15.11-15.15 T03-193 Miss ikfi kasih soal lagi ya.          1   
15.16-15.20 T03-194 Today is Friday.     1       
15.21-15.25 S Dicatet miss?             
15.26-15.27 T03-195 ya boleh dong dicatet.          1   
15.27-15.30 T03-196 Kalo belum paham dicatet ya.         1   
15.31-15.35 T03-197 And the question is "two days later is?"          1   
15.36-15.37 T03-198 Anyone can answer?          1   
15.38-15.40 T03-199 Look at to the chat.        1     
15.41-15.45 T03-200 Okay, Arya jawab Sunday.        1     
15.46-15.50 T03-201 Coba yang lain apa jawabannya.        1     
15.51-15.55 T03-202 Ada yang jawab Wednesday.          1   
15.56-16.00 T03-203 Okay, very good.          1   
16.05-16.10 T03-204 Jawabannya adalah Sunday.     1       
16.10-16.15 T03-205 Karena pertanyannya adalah later.      1       
16.16-16.20 T03-206 Later kan artinya hari berikutnya.      1       
16.20-16.25 T03-207 
"Today is Friday, hari ini hari jumat. 2 days later is dua hari kemudian 
adalah hari apa?"     1       
16.26-16.30 T03-208 Jadi, jawabannya adalah Sunday.     1       
16.31-16.35 T03-209 Do you understand?     1       
16.36-16.40 S Paham             
16.41-16.45 T03-210 Okay, untuk hari sudah paham.      1       
16.46-16.50 T03-211 Now, we will talk about month.     1       
16.51-17.00 T03-212 
Now, I will talk in Bahasa Indonesia and you please answer it in 
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17.01-17.05 T03-213 Januari? Januari? What is it?      1       
17.06-17.10 S January             
17.11-17.15 T03-214 January, good.         1   
17.16-17.20 T03-215 Februari?             
17.20-17.25 T03-216 Hello? Anyone can answer februari?         1   
17.26-17.30 S February             
17.31-17.35 T03-217 Good! Maret?         1   
17.36-17.40 S March             
17.31-17.37 T03-218 March nya tulisannya bukan Mart ya kayak gitu jadi indomart nanti.          1   
17.31-17.40 T03-219 April? Anyone can answer?         1   
17.41-17.45 T03-220 Okay, listen to me and repeat after me ya.       1     
17.46-17.50 T03-221 April.             
17.51-17.55 T03-222 Okay next, how about juni?     1       
17.55-18.00 T03-223 Juni is june.     1       
18.01-18.05 T03-224 Pakenya E bukan I ya.         1   
18.06-18.10 T03-225 How about juli?     1       
18.11-18.15 S July.              
18.16-18.20 T03-226 Good yulia.          1   
18.20-18.25 T03-227 July is julay.      1       
18.26-18.30 T03-228 Habis juli adalah agustus.         1   
18.31-18.35 T03-229 Agustus apa august?         1   
18.36-18.40 T03-230 Bukan agus, Agus is your father.         1   
18.41-18.45 T03-231 Agustus is august.      1       
18.46-18.50 T03-232 Can you repeat after me?       1 1   
18.51-18.55 T03-233 Yuk diulang bareng coba agustus is august.          1   
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19.01-19.05 S September             
19.06-19.10 T03-235 Okay, How about oktober?      1       
19.11-19.15 T03-236 Oktober is October.     1       
19.16-19.20 T03-237 Good. How about November?      1   1   
19.21-19.25 T03-238 
November sama kayak septembernya ya, sama kayak Bahasa 
Indonesia.         1   
19.26-19.30 T03-239 And the last one is desember.     1       
19.31-19.35 T03-240 What is desember?      1       
19.36-19.40 T03-241  December.             
19.41-19.45 S December             
19.46-19.46 T03-242 Iya good, December.         1   
19.46-19.50 T03-243 Okay, the question will be the same with the day.     1       
19.51-19.55 T03-244 Miss ikfi akan kasih pertanyan sama kayak tadi, hari hari.          1   
19.56-20.00 T03-245 For example," This is august two months later is blablabla."      1       
20.01-20.05 S October.              
20.06-20.10 T03-246 Very good.         1   
20.11-20.15 T03-247 Jadi gampang ya.         1   
20.16-20.20 T03-248 Kalo kalian tau hari dan bulan, jadi gampang ya.          1   
20.21-20.25 T03-249 Do you understand?     1       
20.25-20.30 S Yes             
20.31-20.35 T03-250 Okay, we will continue     1       
20.36-20.40 T03-251 Sudah paham ya tentang day sama month.         1   
20.41-20.45 T03-252 Okay, do you understand?     1       
20.46-20.50 T03-253 So, now please open your book page 46.       1     
20.51-20.55 T03-254 Have you opened it?       1       
20.56-21.00 T03-255 Okay, on page 46.          1   
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21.06-21.10 T03-257 I will mute all here, so you can listen to me     1       
21.11-21.15 T03-258 Okay on page 46, you should answer the question about schedule.      1 1     
21.16-21.20 T03-259 Itu dihalaman 46, itu adalah menjawab pertanyan tentang schedule.      1       
21.21-21.25 T03-260 Schedule itu adalah jadwal, nah jadwal itu lihatnya dimana?         1   
21.26-21.30 T03-261 Jadwalnya ada dihalaman 45     1       
21.31-21.35 T03-262 Disitu ada beberapa jadwal.         1   
21.36-21.40 T03-263 
Tugas kamu adalah answer the question on page 46 based on schedule 
on page 45.        1     
21.41-21.45 T03-264 
Jadi kamu harus menjawab pertanyan dihalaman 46 berdasarkan 
jadwal dihalaman 45       1     
21.46-21.50 T03-265 Do you get my point?     1       
21.51-21.55 T03-266 
Kalo kamu paham please write here, show me that you are 
understand.          1   
21.56-22.00 T03-267 Bisa ditulis di chat kalo kalian paham dan bisa langsung mengerjakan.         1   
22.01-22.05 T03-268 Do your task on page 46 based on schedule on page 45.        1     
22.06-22.10 T03-269 Kerjakan soal dihalaman 46 berdasarkan jadwal dihalaman 45.       1     
22.11-22.15 S ngga paham bu             
22.16-22.20 T03-270 ngga paham?          1   
22.21-22.25 T03-271 Yuk kita lihat contohnya yuk…         1   
22.26-22.30 T03-272 yuk kita lihat sama sama ya dihalaman 46         1   
22.31-22.35 T03-273 Anyone, please look at your book page 46.       1     
22.36-22.38 T03-274 Kita lihat soal nomer 1         1   
22.38-22.45 T03-275 
Look at question number one, pertanyannya adalah on work days the 
students of 7B learn English.     1       
22.46-22.50 T03-276 
Nah nomer 1 itu pertanyannya adalah on work days the students of 7B 
learn English.         1   
22.50-22.55 T03-277 Kapan sih anak anak 7B belajar Bahasa Inggris?          1   
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22.55-22.56 S Monday and Friday             
22.56-22.57 T03-279 Apa? Monday dan Friday.              
22.58-22.59 T03-280 Nah, itu paham.         1   
23.00-23.05 T03-281 So, the answer is C.     1       
23.06-23.10 T03-282 Monday and Friday.             
23.11-23.15 T03-283 Paham ngga?         1   
23.16-23.20 T03-284 You understand?         1   
23.20-23.25 T03-285 
Nah kalo sudah paham nomer 2 sampai nomer 10, number 2 – 
number 10 dikerjakan.         1   
23.26-23.30 T03-286 Please do the question number 2 – 10       1     
23.30-23.35 S Dikerjakan di buku paket?             
23.35-23.40 T03-287 Iya dibuku paket langsung saja.      1       
23.41-23.45 T03-288 Nanti buku paketnya ngga usah dikumpulkan.         1   
23.46-23.50 T03-289 
Jadi, you capture it atau screenshot setelah itu dikirimkan ke google 
classroom.       1     
23.51-23.55 T03-290 You understand? Paham ya?         1   
23.56-24.00 T03-291 Hello? Do you understand my instruction?     1       
24.01-24.05 T03-292 Yang bukunya hilang boleh langsung ditulis dibuku tulis.         1   
24.06-24.10 T03-293 Yang anak pondok langsung ke miss ikfi.          1   
24.01-24.07 T03-294 
Iya deh boleh miss ikfi tunggu ya yang anak pondok biar langsung 
dinilai.         1   
24.01-24.08 T03-295 
Nah nanti setelah tugas ini, I’ll give you a video on my youtube 
channel     1       
24.01-24.09 T03-296 ya don’t forget to subscribe my youtube ya        1     
24.01-24.10 T03-297 because my youtube channel was monetize jadi ada iklannya.     1       
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24.16-24.20 T03-299 
Okay, after this task I will give you a video on my youtube channel 
and there are some questions on my youtube channel on the video.     1       
24.21-24.25 T03-300 
Jadi setelah nanti kalian nonton videonya, ada 10 pertanyan divideo 
tersebut and please answer it on your note book, tulis dibuku tulis.     1       
24.26-24.30 T03-301 
Kalo sudah ditulis dibuku tulis, Miss Ikfi ngga minta kalian 
mengumpulkan.         1   
24.31-24.35 T03-302 Just screenshot or capture it kemudian dikirim ke google classroom.       1     
24.36-24.40 T03-303 Yang pasti ditulis your name and your class.        1     
24.41-24.45 T03-304 
Nanti setelah ini selesai, miss Ikfi akan share kisi kisi di google 
classroom.     1       
24.46-24.50 T03-305 
Silahkan kalian download dan kasih tanda centang materi yang sudah 
kalian pelajari.          1   
24.51-24.55 T03-306 Nanti yang belum dipelajari kita pelajari bareng bareng.         1   
24.56-25.00 T03-307 
Do you understand? So everyone do you understand this assignment, 
right?     1       
25.01-25.05 T03-308 Sudah paham tugasnya semuanya?          1   
25.06-25.10 T03-309 
Jadi ada dua tugas yang pertama dibuku paket on page 46 and the 
second task is on my youtube.     1       
25.11-25.15 T03-310 After this, I will share the link     1       
25.16-25.20 T03-311 
Kalian bisa langsung tulis dibuku paket dan buku catatan and please 
capture it.      1       
25.21-25.25 T03-312 
Kecuali untuk anak anak pondok nanti bisa langsung miss ikfi nilai 
saja jadi ngga usah dicapture.          1   
25.26-25.30 T03-313 
Anak pondok langsung ke kantor ketemu miss ikfi untuk yang 
lainnya, please capture it and send it to google classroom.          1   
25.31-25.35 T03-314 I hope all of you can do it well.      1       
25.36-25.40 T03-315 
Jadi miss ikfi harap kalian mengerjakan dengan baik ya 
dimaksimalkan biar nilainya seratus semua.         1   
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today. 
25.46-25.50 T03-317 Next week kita ketemu lagi.          1   
25.51-25.55 T03-318 see you         1   
                  
                  
    (SECOND MEETING)             
00.00-00.04 T03-319 Assalamualaikum wr.wb.              
00.05-00.09 S waalaikumsalam wr.wb.             
00.09-00.11 T03-320 Good morning my smart students,     1       
00.13-00.15 S Good morning miss.             
00.16-00.17 T03-321 how are you today?      1       
00.17-00.18 S Alhamdulillah             
00.18-00.19 T03-322 Today we are going to learn new topic.     1       
00.19-00.28 T03-323 I will give the video and please listen the video carefully.      1 1     
00.28-00.29 T03-324 Jadi miss ikfi akan memberikan video baru dan tolong perhatikan.              
00.30-00.33 T03-325 Jangan lupa catat informasi penting didalam video.       1     
00.33-00.34 T03-326 Okay, let’s start the video.      1       
00.34-00.50 T03-327 Sudah jam 8 lebih 11 jadi kamu ngga bisa masuk.         1   
00.50-00.51 S Okay.             
00.51-01.05 T03-328 Ada suaranya ngga mas? Sebentar, videonya ada ngga?         1   
01.05-01.06 S Ada tapi ngga ada suaranya             
01.06-01.07 T03-329  Bentar ya.          1   
01.07-01.08 T03-330 Kalo buka zoom sambil buka classroom bisa ngga yah?         1   
01.08-01.09 T03-331 Yang di lab computer denger ngga yah?          1   
01.10-01.11 T03-332 Okay, look at the picture!        1     
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01.16-01.19 T03-334 ya kita mau belajar telling time.         1   
01.19-01.26 T03-335 Jadi kita untuk menyebutkan waktu kita punya dua styles.              
01.26-01.28 T03-336 
Yang pertama adalah American style yang the second one is british 
style.     1       
01.28-01.33 T03-337 Style America itu lebih gampang dari style british.         1   
01.33-01.35 T03-338 Gimana caranya? Ini contohnya jam 06.30.         1   
01.35-01.49 T03-339 Gimana cara nyebutnya?         1   
01.49-01.50 T03-340 Gampang! kalian tinggal sebut saja six thirty.          1   
01.50-01.55 T03-341 Sama saja kalo kalian menyebutkan 7.15 menjadi seven fifteen.          1   
01.55-01.56 T03-342 
Tapi kalo di british agak susah tapi masih mudah, kalian harus hafalin 
yang dikotak kuning ini.          1   
01.56-02.20 T03-343 Ada a half 30 menit. A quarter 15 menit, past lebih, to kurang.      1       
02.20-02.21 T03-344 Tugas kamu dihafalkan tuh yang dikotak kuning itu.          1   
02.21-02.37 T03-345 Kalo sudah hafal tinggal diterapkan di jamnya.         1   
02.37-02.38 T03-346 Contohnya disitu ada 6 lebih 30.          1   
02.38-02.55 T03-347 Gimana menyebutkan dalam british?         1   
02.57-03.05 T03-348 Yang disebutkan dulu adalah menitnya 30 nya ditulis didepan.         1   
03.05-03.08 T03-349 A half, lebihnya Past, enamnya six.         1   
03.09-03.22 T03-350 
Cara ngeceknya udah bener apa belum kalian bisa ceknya dari 
belakang.         1   
03.22-03.23 T03-351 Six enam past lebih a half nya 30.          1   
03.23-03.30 T03-352 Paham semuanya?         1   
03.30-03.32 S Paham miss             
03.32-03.33 T03-353 
Jadi bedanya antara American style dan british style memang lebih 
mudah American style ya.         1   
03.33-o3.34 T03-354 Jadi kalo American style tinggal bilang aja six thirty.         1   
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03.40-03.41 T03-356 A half setengah, past lebih, enamnya six.          1   
3.41-03.42 T03-357 Seperti itu, masih ada yang bingung ngga?          1   
03.42-03.43 S Engga             
3.43-03.44 T03-358 Okay, sekarang kita lanjut ya.          1   
03.44-03.45 T03-359 Okay, let see to another example 07.15.       1     
03.45-03.53 T03-360 Ada yang bisa jawab kira kira kalo di british style gimana sih?         1   
03.53-03.55 S a quarter past seven.             
03.55-03.59 T03-361 Okay, jadi seperti biasa ya.      1       
04.00-04.08 T03-362 Yang disebutkan menitnya dulu.          1   
04.08-04.10 T03-363 Kita sebutkan 15 nya dulu.         1   
04.10-04.18 T03-364 Jadi, a quarter past seven.     1       
04.18-04.20 T03-365 Sekarang contoh yang lain lagi nih, pukul 02.45.         1   
04.20-04.25 T03-366 Let’s try to answer.      1       
04.25-04.27 T03-367 Ada yang tau?         1   
04.27-04.35 S Apa miss apa?             
04.35-04.36 T03-368 Pukul 02.45. hello ada yang bisa jawab?         1   
04.36-04. 41 S Silent (The students are thinking about the answer)             
04.41-04.44 T03-369 Kalo 02.45 kalian bisa bilang?         1   
04.44-04.47 S Forty five             
04.47-04.50 T03-370 Are you sure?     1       
04.50-04.54 T03-371 Okay let’s check together.      1       
04.56-05.01 T03-372 Kita bisa bilang gimana ya kalo pukul 02.45?         1   
05.01-05.03 T03-373 Pukul 2 lebih 45 menit.         1   
05.03-05.06 T03-374 Kalo 02.45 kan lebih dekatnya ke jam 3.         1   
05.06-05.08 T03-375 Kalian bisa bilang jam 3 kurang 15 menit.         1   
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05.26-05.27 T03-377 
Sebenernya boleh bilang forty five two tapi lebih tepatnya a quarter to 
three.         1   
05.27-05.32 T03-378 You understand?          1   
05.32-05.36 T03-379 Now, watch the video please!        1     
05.36-05.42 T03-380 Can you find the video?          1   
05.42-05.43 S Silent             
05.43-05.44 T03-381 Yang tadi udah ditulis belom materi tadi?         1   
05.44-05.46 S Sudah             
05.46-06.13 T03-382 Okay, sambil nunggu videonya kalian bisa persiapan.         1   
06.13-06.14 T03-383 open your book page 48       1     
06.14-06.20 T03-384 nanti disitu ada latihan soal halaman 48.         1   
06.20-06.21 T03-385 Have you opened your book?      1       
06.21-06.22 S Udah miss             
06.22-06.23 T03-386 
Di halaman 48 itu, tugas kalian nanti kalian akan mendengarkan 
audio recorder dari miss ikfi     1       
06.23-06.42 T03-387 you can write the time         1   
06.42-06.44 T03-388 
Kalian dengarkan dan pilih mana jawaban yang benar antara ABCD 
dan E.      1       
06.44-06.47 T03-389 Kita lanjutkan videonya ya.     1       
06.47-06.49 T03-390 Jadi dengarkan baik baik.      1       
06.49-06.54 T03-391 Karena teksnya tertutup jadi dengarkan baik baik.      1       
06.54-06.56 T03-392 Can you hear the voice of the video?         1   
06.56-06.57 T03-393 Bisa denger tadi suara dari videonya?         1   
06.57-07.08 S Bisa             
07.08-07.12 T03-394 Perhatikan dulu ya sebelum miss ikfi putar videonya sekali lagi.          1   
07.14-07.23 T03-395 I have a question.     1       
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07.27-07.28 T03-397 Kapan sih bisnya sampe di halte?         1   
07.28-07.29 T03-398 Dengarkan sekali lagi ya.     1       
07.29-07.30 T03-399 Ada yang sudah tau jawabannya?          1   
07.30-07.31 T03-400 Anyone can hear me?         1   
07.31-07.32 S I can hear you             
07.33-07.45 T03-401 Why you don’t answer my question?          1   
07.45-07.49 T03-402 Tadi suara di video jelas ngga?         1   
07.49-08.26 T03-403 bis nya sampe di bus stop kapan?         1   
08.26-08.27 S ngga denger             
08.27-08.28 T03-404 Gini aja nanti soal di video tadi miss ikfi upload di youtube          1   
08.28-08.30 T03-405 nanti setelah virtual learning ini kalian jawab.     1       
08.33-08.35 T03-406 Ada 10 soal ya.         1   
08.37-08.39 T03-407 So, please now open your erlangga book on page 48.       1     
08.39-08.40 T03-408 Please everyone look at activity 8       1     
08.47-08.51 T03-409 
Listen to the recording and write the time and make the time with the 
clock.        1     
08. 52-08.53 T03-410 Jadi, dengarkan video yang miss ikfi kasih nanti.         1   
08.53-08.54 T03-411 Kalo sudah ditulis waktunya         1   
08.55-09.09 T03-412 
kalo sudah dimatchingkan kalian sesuai dengan gambar jam 
disampingnya.         1   
09.10-09.13 T03-413 Contohnya nomer 1, it’s five to twelve          1   
09.14-09.22 T03-414 berarti jam berapa?         1   
09.23-09.24 S Jam 12 kurang 5 menit             
09.24-09.25 T03-415 Nah jam 12 kurang 5 menit.     1       
09.26-09.38 T03-416 Number one, itu gambar jamnya yang tepat yang mana?      1       
09.39-09.41 S Silent (They are thinking about the answer)             
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09.43-09.44 S Silent (They are thinking about the answer)             
09.45-09.47 T03-418 Number one, coba dilihat bukunya number one.      1       
09.48-10.05 S C             
10.05-10.06 S E             
10.07-10.21 T03-419 Okay, pilihan yang E ya.             
10.21-10.22 T03-420 Udah jelas ya instruksinya?         1   
10.22-10.35 S jelas miss             
10.36-10.37 T03-421 Okay, now please listen carefully.       1     
10.38-10.44 T03-422 
Miss Ikfi akan putarkan full semua soal, nanti miss ikfi akan putarkan 
satu kali lagi.     1       
10.45-10.47 T03-423 Jadi ketika miss ikfi putarkan recordernya, please stop talk.     1       
10.48-10.51 T03-424 
Don’t talk to your friend, mute the microphone and listen to the 
recorder.       1     
10.52-11.51 T03-425 Okay?         1   
11.02-11.03 S Okay             
11.04-11.09 T03-426 Okay, start!             
11.10-11.12 RCD 
(Recording: Activity Eight. Listen to recording at page forty eight. 
Then match the time with the clock. Number one. It’s five to twelve)             
11.12-11.13 T03-427 Paham ya?             
11.13-11.20 T03-428 Number one it’s five to twelve.              
11.20-11.21 T03-429 Next number two         1   
11.21-11.23 RCD (Recording: It’s a quarter past ten)             
11.23-11.24 T03-430 It’s a quarter past ten         1   
11.24-11.27 S Apa miss apa?             
11.27-11.28 T03-431 It’s a quarter past ten. Okay? Next     1       
11.28-11.29 T03-432 Okay? Next             
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11.30-11.31 T03-433 Number three is twenty past seven     1       
11.31-11.32 S Noisy             
11.33-11.35 T03-434 Hello, suara yang lain bisa dimute dulu biar lainnya denger         1   
11.35-11.37 S Delay miss             
11.37-11.38 T03-435 Delay ya?             
11.39-12.00 T03-436 Okay yang delay nanti miss ikfi bacakan lagi soalnya.      1       
12.00-12.01 T03-437 Okay next number four.         1   
12.01-12.07 RCD (Recording: Number four. It’s half past six)             
12.07-12.08 T03-438 It’s half past six, half past six     1       
12.08-12.13 RCD (Recording : Number five, It’s eight a clock)             
12.13-12.14 T03-439 Number five, it’s eight a clock         1   
12.14-12.15 RCD (Recording: Number six, its ten to six)             
12.16-12.20 T03-440 Number six, its ten to six.              
12.20-12.21 T03-441 Okay, that’s all.      1       
12.21-12.38 T03-442 Kalian bisa buka lagi mute nya.       1     
12.38-12.39 T03-443 Kalian sudah kerjakan nomer 1-6?         1   
12.39-12.45 S Sudah             
12.45-12.46 T03-444 Finish?         1   
12.46-12.50 S Finish             
12.50-12.51 T03-445 If you finish, I have a question.      1       
12.51-12.52 T03-446 Nanti anak pondok yang belum denger tadi listeningnya apa         1   
12.52-12.53 T03-447 after this you can go to the office, ya.         1   
12.53-12.56 T03-448 Sekarang kita lanjut ya.         1   
12.56-12.57 T03-449 You can open your book activity nine, ten, eleven.       1     
12.57-13.01 T03-450 
So, you have another task, another assignment activity ten and 
activity eleven.     1       
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13.02-13.03 T03-452 Jadi, PR yang pertama itu pr nya ada di youtube ada 10 nomer.          1   
13.03-13.04 T03-453 Hari ini harus sudah selesai     1       
13.04-13.05 T03-454 
don’t forget to capture it and give it to me on google classroom, my 
email or my whatsapp.        1     
13.06-13.07 T03-455 
Tugas pertama adalah video youtube ada 10 soal, tugas yang kedua 
listening tadi ada 6 soal activity eight, tugas berikutnya adalah 
activity nine up to activity eleven.      1       
13.07-13.08 T03-456 Soal di youtube 10 soal, kemudian activity 9,10,11.      1       
13.08-13.09 T03-457 So, You understand?         1   
13.09-13.10 S Understand miss.             
13.10-13.11 T03-458 Okay.             
13.11-13.12 T03-459 Don’t forget to do it ya.       1     
13.12-13.16 T03-460 I’ll give you score.      1       
13.16-13.17 T03-461 If you don’t do it, I don’t give you score.     1       
13.17-13.20 T03-462 
Miss ikfi ngga akan kasih nilai karena nilai tugas berpengaruh sekali 
untuk kalian, ya.         1   
13.20-13.21 T03-463 
Jangan lupa di foto boleh, email atau kirim google classroom boleh 
nanti miss ikfi total semuanya untuk nilai raport semester 1.          1   
13.21-13.24 T03-464 Okay everyone?         1   
13.24-13.25 S silent             
13.25-13.26 T03-465 Any question?          1   
13.26-13.27 T03-466 Ada pertanyan?     1       
13.27-13.28 S Ngga ada             
13.28-13.29 T03-467 Okay, if there is no question     1       
13.29-13.30 T03-468 now open your book page buka bukunya dihalaman fifty five.        1     
13.31-13.37 S Ya sudah             
13.37-13.38 T03-469 Sudah?              
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13.44-13.45 T03-471 kalian dengarkan baik baik ya.     1       
13.45-13.48 S Okay             
13.48-13.49 T03-472 everyone open your book page 55       1     
13.49-13.54 T03-473 and listen this recording carefully.        1     
13.55-13.57 RCD (Recording: Activity 19. Martin is a student in canada..)             
13.57-13.58 S Nging Miss             
13.58-14.00 T03-474 Gimana gimana sebelum miss ikfi lanjutkan         1   
14.00-14.01 S (student silent)             
14.01-14.05 T03-475 Hello 7H? can you hear me?          1   
14.05-14.06 T03-476 Bisa dengar miss ikfi?     1       
14.07-14.08 S Bisa             
14.08-14.11 T03-477 Buka halaman 55 miss ikfi akan putarkan recording lagi     1       
14.12-14.14 S putus putus miss             
14.14-14.22 T03-478 putus-putus disambung lagi dong.          1   
14.22-14.24 T03-479 Okay, miss ikfi akan putarkan recording lagi dengarkan baik baik.     1       
14.24-14.27 T03-480 Tugas kalian adalah mencocokan dengan yang ada digambar.     1       
14.27-14.28 T03-481 Okay dengarkan baik baik.     1       
14.28-14.31 RCD 
(Recording: Activity 19. Martin is a student in canada. Look at the 
picture and listen his activities on Monday. Martin’s daily activities. I 
am martin. I am a student in Canada. This is my daily activities. 
everyMonday I get up at 7 o’clock)              
14.31-14.32 T03-482 Kalian bisa pilih gambar sesuai dengan kegiatan yang martin lakukan.         1   
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14.37-14.38 RCD 
Recording: I am martin. I am a student in Canada. This is my daily 
activities. everyMonday I get up at 7  o’clock . Then I go to the 
bathroom and got a shower. Fter that I go to the kitchen. To have 
breakfast with my family. I usually have a salty soup egg and I leave 
home at 8 o’clock and go to school by bus. I arrive at school at eight 
forty five. I study from nine to three thirty. After school I go to the 
oark and play basketball with my friends and I go home to do my 
homework. I have dinner at seven thirty After having dinner I usually 
watching tv. My father loven to listen the radio and my sister reads 
the magazine. Finally I go to bed at eleven.              
14.38-14.41 T03-484 Okay, can you hear the voice recorder?         1   
14.42-14.44 S Bisa miss bisa.             
14.44-14.48 T03-485 Jadi nanti kalian tentukan disetiap gambar itu.     1       
14.48-14.49 T03-486 For example gambar yang pertama.     1       
14.49-14.51 T03-487 Disitu ada martin bangun tidur.     1       
14.51-14.53 T03-488 Ada ngga tadi kegiatannya itu dihari senin tadi?         1   
14.53-15.00 S Ada.             
15.00-15.04 T03-489 Bangun tidurnya jam berapa?         1   
15.04-15.10 T03-490 Berarti disitu ditulis martin gets up or wakes up at blablabla.         1   
15.11-15.15 T03-491 Jam berapa disesuaikan.      1       
15.16-15.20 T03-492 Nanti gambar yang tidak sesuai dengan recording abaikan.     1       
15.21-15.25 T03-493 
Gambar yang sesuai kalian beri centang setelah itu kalian tulis 
centang kalimatnya "Martin gets up at blablabla o’clock."     1       
15.26-15.27 T03-494 
Miss ikfi putarkan sekali lagi ya dengarkan baik baik dan kalian kasih 
centang sesuai gambar yang termasuk kegiatannya martin apa saja.         1   
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15.31-15.35 RCD 
Recording: I am martin. I am a student in Canada. This is my daily 
activities. Every Monday I get up at 7  o’clock . Then I go to the 
bathroom and got a shower. Fter that I go to the kitchen. To have 
breakfast with my family. I usually have a salty soup egg and I leave 
home at 8 o’clock and go to school by bus. I arrive at school at eight 
forty five. I study from nine to three thirty. After school I go to the 
oark and play basketball with my friends and I go home to do my 
homework. I have dinner at seven thirty After having dinner I usually 
watching tv. My father loven to listen the radio and my sister reads 
the magazine. Finall I go to bed at eleven.              
15.36-15.37 T03-496 Okay that’s all.     1       
15.38-15.40 T03-497 
Sudah dijawab gambar mana saja yang termasuk martin’s daily 
activities?     1       
15.41-15.45 T03-498 Mana saja yang termasuk dalam keluarganya martin?      1       
15.46-15.50 T03-499 Sudah dijawab semuanya?     1       
15.51-15.55 S Silent             
15.56-16.00 T03-450 
After this you can ask anything on my whatsapp, if you don’t 
understand about the task.      1       
16.05-16.10 T03-451 
Tadi yang martin ngga usah dicapture gapapa tugasnya miss ikfi aja 
tadi yang time.         1   
16.10-16.15 T03-452 Yang martin tambahan aja nanti kita lanjut ke next meeting.          1   
16.16-16.20 T03-453 Pertemuan depan akan jadi pertemuan terakhir sebelum PAS.             
16.20-16.25 T03-454 
Jadi, temen temennya yang belum masuk bilangin ya suruh masuk 
biar paham materinya.          1   
16.26-16.30 T03-455 Okay?             
16.31-16.35 S Okay             
16.36-16.40 T03-456 Okay that’s all for today.     1       
16.41-16.45 T03-457 don’t forget to do your task.        1     
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16.51-17.00 T03-459 After I close this virtual lesson, I will share the link of the video.     1       
17.01-17.05 T03-460 Jangan lupa dikerjakan       1     
17.06-17.10 T03-461 Don’t forget to capture your task, okay?        1     
17.11-17.15 S silent             
17.16-17.20 T03-462 Okay that’s all, wassalamualaikum wr.wb.       1       
                  
                  
    (THIRD MEETING)             
00.00-00.04 T03-463 Okay, hari ini kita mulai pelajarannya.     1       
00.05-00.09 T03-464 We start the lesson.     1       
00.09-00.11 T03-465 We’ll talk about number.     1       
00.13-00.15 T03-466 What’s the meaning of number?     1       
00.16-00.17 S Silent (They are thinking about the answer)             
00.17-00.18 T03-467 Apasih artinya number?         1   
00.18-00.19 S Nomer.             
00.19-00.28 T03-468 Nomer, dalam bahasa inggris nomer itu dibagi dua.         1   
00.28-00.29 T03-469 Cardinal number dan Ordinal number.     1       
00.30-00.33 T03-470 Bedanya apasih?         1   
00.33-00.34 T03-471 
Kalo cardinal number talk about amount atau jumlah and ordinal 
number talk about level.         1   
00.34-00.50 T03-472 Level tuh maksudnya apasih?         1   
00.50-00.51 T03-473 Level itu peringkat.     1       
00.51-01.05 T03-474 Misalnya miss ikfi bilang saya punya lima kucing      1       
01.05-01.06 T03-475 masuknya cardinal apa ordinal?         1   
01.06-01.07 S Cardinal             
01.07-01.08 T03-476 Cardinal ya, jumlahnya kucingnya ada lima.         1   
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01.10-01.11 T03-478 Itu masuknya cardinal apa ordinal?     1       
01.11-01.16 S Ordinal.              
01.16-01.19 T03-479 Ordinal.      1       
01.19-01.26 T03-480 Jadi, ordinal itu untuk menyatakan peringkat.     1       
01.26-01.28 T03-481 Lalu, biasanya kalender.      1       
01.28-01.33 T03-482 Kalender itu misalnya tanggal 1 januari.     1       
01.33-01.35 T03-483 Januari itu kalian tidak bisa menyebutnya one january.             
01.35-01.49 T03-484 Ya, karena kalo one ikutnya jumlah.         1   
01.49-01.50 T03-485 One january jumlahnya ada satu berati ya.     1       
01.50-01.55 S Silent (They are giving full attention to the teacher)             
01.55-01.56 T03-486 Kalo tanggal jadinya gimana?         1   
01.56-02.20 S First             
02.20-02.21 T03-487 First, second, kalo tiga?         1   
02.21-02.37 S third             
02.37-02.38 T03-488 Third, fourth.              
02.38-02.55 T03-489 Untuk empat sampe sembilan belakangnya tinggal ditambahin th.          1   
02.57-03.05 T03-490 Contohnya, peringkat 4.         1   
03.05-03.08 T03-491 4 bahasa inggrisnya apa 4?         1   
03.09-03.22 S Four             
03.22-03.23 T03-492 Berarti peringkat ke 4, inggrisnya four             
03.23-03.30 T03-493 tinggal ditambahin?         1   
03.30-03.32 S Th             
03.32-03.33 T03-494 Okay th.              
03.33-o3.34 T03-495 You understand?         1   
03.34-03.40 S Yes             
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3.41-03.42 T03-497 Misalnya hari ini tanggal berapa?     1       
03.42-03.43 S 26             
3.43-03.44 T03-498 Okay, 26 november berarti ngomongnya gimana?         1   
03.44-03.45 S Twenty six             
03.45-03.53 T03-499 Twenty six, sixnya pake th jadinya twenty sixth of November.          1   
03.53-03.55 T03-500 You understand?         1   
03.55-03.59 S Yes             
04.00-04.08 T03-501 Paham ya.             
04.08-04.10 T03-502 Ordinal tu bisa buat apa aja sih selain kalender, peringkat.         1   
04.10-04.18 T03-503 Misalnya, Fatian duduknya dibaris keberapa?     1       
04.18-04.20 T03-504 Baris kesatu atau kedua?     1       
04.20-04.25 T03-505 Itu pakenya cardinal apa ordinal?         1   
04.25-04.27 S Ordinal             
04.27-04.35 T03-506 Ya pakenya ordinal.          1   
04.35-04.36 T03-507 Second line.             
04.36-04. 41 T03-508 Jelas?          1   
04.41-04.44 S Silent (Showing their understanding)             
04.44-04.47 T03-509 
Kalo dalam tiket bioskop yang pakenya ordinal yang mana? Which 
one?         1   
04.47-04.50 S Silent (they are thinking about the answer)             
04.50-04.54 T03-510 Apakah time?         1   
04.56-05.01 T03-511 Nomer 50 pake ordinal?             
05.01-05.03 T03-512 Atau seat tempat duduk?         1   
05.03-05.06 T03-513 Tempat duduknya baris keberapa?     1       
05.06-05.08 T03-514 Sembilan             
05.08-05.26 T03-515 Jangan sampe kamu bilang nine.          1   
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05.27-05.32 T03-517 Karena tempat duduk masuknya ordinal.     1       
05.32-05.36 T03-518 So, it will be nineth.      1       
05.36-05.42 T03-519 You understand?         1   
05.42-05.43 S Yes             
05.43-05.44 T03-520 So, this is the different between cardinal and ordinal.     1       
05.44-05.46 T03-521 So, you can write it.       1     
05.46-06.13 T03-522 Jadi kalian bisa tulis dulu.         1   
06.13-06.14 S Ngga bawa buku             
06.14-06.20 T03-523 Ngga bawa buku?          1   
06.20-06.21 T03-524 Ya udah dibalik soalnya boleh.          1   
06.21-06.22 T03-525 Jadi intinya harus paham ya antara ordinal and cardinal.       1     
06.22-06.23 S Silent (Students are writing on their book)              
06.23-06.42 T03-526 Jangan sampe menyebutkan tanggal dengan cardinal.          1   
06.42-06.44 T03-527 Kalo kalian lagi nulis miss ikfi sekalian mau ngecek.         1   
06.44-06.47 T03-528 Mas, 2 februari? (Choosing a student to answer)         1   
06.47-06.49 S Second of January             
06.49-06.54 T03-529 Very good.          1   
06.54-06.56 T03-530 5 maret? (choosing a student to answer)             
06.56-06.57 S Five of march             
06.57-07.08 T03-531 31 Agustus? (Choosing a student to answer)             
07.08-07.12 S Thirty first of august             
07.14-07.23 T03-532 Thirty first of august.              
07.24-07.27 T03-533 
How about you mas? Tanggal 22 februari? (Choosing a student to 
answer)         1   
07.27-07.28 S Twenty second of February.              
07.28-07.29 T03-534 Good.         1   
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07.30-07.31 S Twenty sixth              
07.31-07.32 T03-536 Pake th ya. Tadi bulannya apa?         1   
07.33-07.45 S May             
07.45-07.49 T03-537 
Okay. Sekarang kamu. Tanggal 1 january? (Choosing a student to 
answer)         1   
07.49-08.26 S First January             
08.26-08.27 T03-538 Okay, jadi kalo tanggal jangan pake cardinal ya.          1   
08.27-08.28 T03-539 Harus ordinal.         1   
08.28-08.30 T03-540 Jangan sampe salah soalnya sering keluar di tes.         1   
08.33-08.35 T03-541 Okay, we will go to the next topic.      1       
08.37-08.39 T03-542 
I will write jangan jangan kamu ngga hafal nih angka satu sampe 20 
(Continue her writing)         1   
08.39-08.40 S Silent (Giving full attention to the teacher)              
08.47-08.51 T03-543 Satu, hello arifin             
08. 52-08.53 T03-544 Can you read this?         1   
08.53-08.54 S One.             
08.55-09.09 T03-545 One apa on?          1   
09.10-09.13 S bener one.              
09.14-09.22 T03-546 Okay, you can read this.         1   
09.23-09.24 T03-547 Boleh ditulis boleh engga.         1   
09.24-09.25 T03-548 
Yang udah hafal ya ngga usah ditulis (the teacher is writing on the 
whiteboard)         1   
09.26-09.38 T03-549 Okay mas?             
09.39-09.41 T03-550 miss ikfi punya kecuali nih, kan kita ini diangka belakangnya.          1   
09.42-09.43 T03-551 Kalo peringkatnya 21 berarti jadinya berapa?          1   
09.43-09.44 T03-552 Twenty?             
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09.48-10.05 T03-553 Come on!       1     
10.05-10.06 S Twenty first             
10.07-10.21 T03-554 Okay, that’s good.      1       
10.21-10.22 T03-555 Kalian liatnya angka dibelakangnya.          1   
10.22-10.35 T03-556 How about eleven, twelve and thirteen?     1       
10.36-10.37 T03-557 Apakah eleven jadinya first first? Apakah twelve jadinya one second?         1   
10.38-10.44 T03-558 No. Hhusus 11, 12,13 itu ikutnya th.          1   
10.45-10.47 T03-559 Jadinya, eleventh, twelfth         1   
10.48-10.51 T03-560 You understand?          1   
10.52-11.51 S (Students silent)             
11.02-11.03 T03-561 Don’t forget. Kalo disini belasnya pakenya teen kalo puluhan ty.          1   
11.04-11.09 T03-562 Kalo disini belasnya pakenya teen kalo puluhan ty.          1   
11.10-11.12 T03-563 13 thirteen, 30 thirty kalo teen itu berarti belasan         1   
11.12-11.13 T03-564 These are question for you.      1       
11.13-11.20 T03-565 Number one 2 february, number two 24 august     1       
11.20-11.21 S Soal miss             
11.21-11.23 T03-566 Iya, soal ditulis dijawab.     1       
11.23-11.24 S The students are writing the questions             
11.24-11.27 T03-567 Jadi nanti kalo ada soal cardinal and ordinal gaperlu bingung lagi ya.         1   
11.27-11.28 T03-568 Any question?          1   
11.28-11.29 T03-569 Jadi kalo misalnya gini 20 twenty.          1   
11.29-11.30 T03-570 Twenty itu kan cardinal number yang menyatakan jumlah.      1       
11.30-11.31 T03-571 Kalau misalnya anaknya 20 ty berubah menjadi ie.     1       
11.31-11.32 T03-572 Jadinya, twentieth.      1       
11.33-11.35 T03-573 You understand?         1   
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11.37-11.38 S Masih             
11.39-12.00 T03-575 Bingungnya dimana?      1       
12.00-12.01 T03-576 Misal saya punya 40 buku     1       
12.01-12.07 T03-577 okay, jadinya forty books.     1       
12.07-12.08 T03-578 Karena menyatakan jumlah.     1       
12.08-12.13 T03-579 Paham?         1   
12.13-12.14 T03-580 Tapi misalnya saya duduk di bangku ke 40 itu kan berarti level nih.         1   
12.14-12.15 T03-581 Ordinal kan? jadi, belakangnya Y berubah jadi ie tambahin th.          1   
12.16-12.20 T03-582 Th nya darimana? Dari peringkat yang ini.     1       
12.20-12.21 T03-583 Y nya dari mana? Dari sini.     1       
12.21-12.38 T03-584 jadinya, fortieth.         1   
12.38-12.39 T03-585 You understand?         1   
12.39-12.45 S Silent             
12.45-12.46 T03-586 Jadi paham ya?          1   
12.46-12.50 T03-587 Seperti ini caranya, tulisannya aja diganti artinya juga beda.         1   
12.50-12.51 T03-588 40 buku dan this level ke 40.         1   
12.51-12.52 T03-589 Finish?         1   
12.52-12.53 T03-590 Have you write on the blackboard?      1       
12.53-12.56 T03-591 Miss ikfi akan hapus         1   
12.56-12.57 S Finish             
12.57-13.01 T03-592 Okay, I will clean and go to the next topic.      1       
13.01-13.02 T03-593 The next topic is about clock.      1       
13.02-13.03 T03-594 Still you remember about telling time?          1   
13.03-13.04 T03-595 Ada yang masih inget caranya tell the time?          1   
13.04-13.05 T03-596 Misalnya 06.30     1       
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13.07-13.08 S silent (They are thinking about the answer)             
13.08-13.09 T03-598 ada yang bisa jawab?         1   
13.09-13.10 S oh iya, a half past six             
13.10-13.11 T03-599 Okay, miss ikfi akan jelaskan sekali lagi.      1       
13.11-13.12 T03-600 So, for telling time ada dua style.     1       
13.12-13.16 T03-601 American style and british style.      1       
13.16-13.17 T03-602 Yang mudah adalah American style because just say six thirty.      1       
13.17-13.20 T03-603 
But in british style, kita harus ingat tentang a half 30 menit, a quarter 
15 menit, past means lebih, to means kurang.     1       
13.20-13.21 S Silent (Giving their full attention to the teacher)             
13.21-13.24 T03-604 Kita tuh harus paham sama yang namanya ini o’clock.          1   
13.24-13.25 T03-605 O’clock itu tepat.      1       
13.25-13.26 T03-606 In british, we should remember about this.     1       
13.26-13.27 T03-607 For example 6.30, we should tell the minute first.      1       
13.27-13.28 T03-608 Yang disampaikan berati menitnya dulu.         1   
13.28-13.29 T03-609 30 apa bahasa inggrisnya?         1   
13.29-13.30 S A half             
13.31-13.37 T03-610 A half okay.              
13.37-13.38 T03-611 Past six.             
13.39-13.44 T03-612 Nah cara ngoreksinya gimana?         1   
13.44-13.45 T03-613 Kalo misalnya ada pilihan ABCD.         1   
13.45-13.48 T03-614 Gampangnya kamu baca dari belakang.         1   
13.48-13.49 T03-615 Six enam, lebih 30 menit.              
13.49-13.54 T03-616 Udah jawabannya pasti ini.          1   
13.55-13.57 T03-617 You understand?          1   
13.57-13.58 S Silent             
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14.00-14.01 T03-619 Okay, miss ikfi mau kasih soal lagi.         1   
14.01-14.05 T03-620 I’ll give you 7.45     1       
14.05-14.06 T03-621 A,B,C,D,E.             
14.07-14.08 T03-622 
A. a half to seven. B. A quarter to seven. C. A half past eight. D. A 
half to eight. E. A quarter to eight.              
14.08-14.11 T03-623 So, which one is true?      1       
14.12-14.14 T03-624 Ayo gimana?          1   
14.14-14.22 T03-625 Tipsnya start from the back.     1       
14.22-14.24 T03-626 Baca dari belakang kalo pengen cara cepatnya.             
14.24-14.27 S A, D,              
14.27-14.28 T03-627 How about you? A?      1       
14.28-14.31 S B, D, E             
14.31-14.32 T03-628 Okay, boleh boleh aja.          1   
14.33-14.36 T03-629 Okay sekarang kita cek ya     1       
14.37-14.38 T03-630 Jam 7.45 atau bisa dibilang jam 8 kurang 15 menit.     1       
14.38-14.41 T03-631 Yang jawabannya yang salah yang mana?     1       
14.42-14.44 S A B             
14.44-14.48 T03-632 Okay, kita silang.     1       
14.48-14.49 T03-633 Yang jawab A dan B salah.         1   
14.49-14.51 T03-634 Jadi, kemungkinan ada C dan D nih.         1   
14.51-14.53 T03-635 Sekarang kita liat.         1   
14.53-15.00 T03-636 Kalo jam 8 belakangnya 15 berati a quarter.         1   
15.00-15.04 T03-637 A half is 30, right?         1   
15.04-15.10 T03-638 15 berarti a quarter.         1   
15.11-15.15 T03-639 Jadi jawabannya D         1   
15.16-15.20 T03-640 A quarter to eight.     1       
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15.26-15.27 S Yes             
15.27-15.30 T03-642 Okay, nanti banyak soal time di PAS jadi harus teliti.     1       
15.31-15.35 T03-643 Kalo mau ngecek jawaban saya bener atau engga         1   
15.36-15.37 T03-644 please check from the back ya, cek dari belakang.       1     
15.38-15.40 T03-645 It helps you to check whether your answer is right or no.     1       
15.41-15.45 T03-646 Okay lagi.             
15.46-15.50 T03-647 Miss ikfi kali ini ngga akan kasih multiple choice         1   
15.51-15.55 T03-648 Can you answer this? 9.15 (Nine fifteen)         1   
15.56-16.00 T03-649 Berarti jam?         1   
16.05-16.10 S enam lima belas             
16.10-16.15 T03-650 Iya, berarti jam berapa?         1   
16.16-16.20 S a quarter past nine.              
16.20-16.25 T03-651 a quarter past nine katanya.          1   
16.26-16.30 T03-652 How about you?     1       
16.31-16.35 S a quarter past nine.             
16.36-16.40 T03-653 Okay, sudah jelas ya?          1   
16.41-16.45 T03-654 Sudah paham ya?         1   
16.46-16.50 T03-655 Masalah jam clear.         1   
16.51-17.00 T03-656 Jangan sampe ada yang salah pas PAS nanti.         1   
17.01-17.05 T03-657 Do you want to clear this or I will clear this?     1       
17.06-17.10 T03-658 Mau tulis atau dihapus?         1   
17.11-17.15 S Tulis             
17.16-17.20 T03-659 Okay tulis ya!         1   
17.20-17.25 S (student silent)             
17.26-17.30 T03-660 
Okay, buat yang udah selesai miss ikfi mau kasih kuis buat asah otak 
kalian.          1   
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17.36-17.40 T03-662 Number one 7.20.         1   
17.31-17.37 T03-663 How to say it in british style?     1       
17.31-17.40 T03-664 Gimana cara bilangnya?         1   
17.41-17.45 S Twenty past seven              
17.46-17.50 T03-665 Okay benar ya.         1   
17.51-17.55 T03-666 
Jadi, meskipun belakangnya bukan 15 atau 30 tetap sebutkan saja 
menitnya.      1       
17.55-18.00 T03-667 In british style minutes comes first.     1   1   
18.01-18.05 T03-668 Kalo british itu menitnya yang pertama.          1   
18.06-18.10 T03-669 But American just say seven twenty.          1   
18.11-18.15 T03-670 And then how about this?         1   
18.16-18.20 T03-671 Apasih bedanya nomer satu dan nomer 2? 19.20?         1   
18.20-18.25 S Silent (Giving full attention to the teacher)             
18.26-18.30 T03-672 kalo di Indonesia itu kan 19.20 ya.          1   
18.31-18.35 T03-673 Kalo british style twenty past seven in the morning ini yang atas.          1   
18.36-18.40 T03-674 Kalo yang bawah twenty past seven, apa maksudnya?         1   
18.41-18.45 T03-675 Evening apa night?         1   
18.46-18.50 S Night             
18.51-18.55 T03-676 Evening.              
18.56-19.00 T03-677 Jadi twenty past seven at night atau twenty past seven PM.     1       
19.01-19.05 T03-678 Jadi ngga ada itu twenty past nineteen.         1   
19.06-19.10 T03-679 Itu ala Indonesia.          1   
19.11-19.15 T03-680 Jadi tetep seven aja.          1   
19.16-19.20 T03-681 Cuma bedanya this time in the morning or AM.         1   
19.21-19.25 T03-682 Seven twenty AM atau seven twenty PM.     1       
19.26-19.30 T03-683 You understand?          1   
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19.36-19.40 T03-684 Jadi, ngga ada itu twenty past nineteen.          1   
19.41-19.45 T03-685 Kalo kamu ngomong sama bule, bingung bulenya.          1   
19.46-19.46 T03-686 Adanya AM dan PM.         1   
19.46-19.50 T03-687 AM dari pagi sampe siang. PM sore sampai malam.         1   
19.51-19.55 T03-688 Jelas?         1   
19.56-20.00 S Jelas             
20.01-20.05 T03-689 Sudah nulisnya?          1   
20.06-20.10 T03-689 I will clean this and go to the next topic.      1       
20.11-20.15 T03-690 The next topic is about introduction.     1       
20.16-20.20 T03-691 What is introduction?     1       
20.21-20.25 T03-692 Anyone know?         1   
20.25-20.30 S Perkenalan             
20.31-20.35 T03-693 Nah, jawabannya adalah perkenalan.      1       
20.36-20.40 T03-694 Apasih yang biasa kita sampaikan untuk memperkenalkan diri?         1   
20.41-20.45 S My name is.             
20.46-20.50 T03-695 You can ask to your friend the name.          1   
20.51-20.55 T03-696 Nanti kamu bisa jawab dengan my name is or I am bla bla bla.         1   
20.56-21.00 T03-697 Berikutnya, how are you?     1       
21.00-21.05 T03-698 Kalo ditanya how are you apa jawabnya?         1   
21.06-21.10 S I am fourteen             
21.11-21.15 T03-699 I am bla bla bla years old.         1   
21.16-21.20 T03-700 Umurnya berapa kalo empat belas berarti?         1   
21.21-21.25 S Fourteen             
21.26-21.30 T03-701 Ya, I am fourteen years old.      1       
21.31-21.35 T03-702 Arifin, how old are you?     1       
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21.41-21.45 T03-703 How about you?     1       
21.46-21.50 T03-704 how old are you?     1       
21.51-21.55 S I am thirteen years old.             
21.56-22.00 T03-705 Jadi, gampang ya.         1   
22.01-22.05 T03-706 
Kalo ada how old are you, kalian tinggal jawab I am bla bla bla years 
old.          1   
22.06-22.10 T03-707 Okay sekarang apa lagi, kamu rumahnya dimana?          1   
22.11-22.15 T03-708 Gimana nanya nya?         1   
22.16-22.20 S I don’t know             
22.21-22.25 T03-709 Where do you live?      1       
22.26-22.30 T03-710 kamu rumahnya dimana?         1   
22.31-22.35 T03-711 Live ya bukan life         1   
22.36-22.38 S Ya             
22.38-22.45 T03-712 I live on bla bla bla street, number bla bla bla.             
22.46-22.50 T03-713 Okay, berikutnya apa?         1   
22.50-22.55 S Where do you study?              
22.52-22.55 T03-714 Where is your school? Where do you study?     1       
22.55-22.56 T03-715 Okay ini namanya, introduction.      1       
22.56-22.57 T03-716 
 If there is someone say hello, my name is ikfi come from Indonesia. I 
am forty years old     1       
22.58-22.59 T03-717  Itu namanya orangnya sedang apa?          1   
23.00-23.05 T03-718 Sedang introduce atau memperkenalkan diri.     1       
23.06-23.10 T03-719 
Introduce herself jadi kalo ada orang memperkenalkan diri kamu ngga 
usah bingung.          1   
23.11-23.15 T03-720 Okay, write or clean?         1   
23.16-23.20 S Write.             
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23.26-23.30 S (student silent)             
23.30-23.35 T03-722 
Okay, I will give you example a dialogue about introduction dialogue 
between Ani and Ina. (The teacher is writing on the whiteboard).      1       
23.35-23.40 T03-723 Kalo ada percakapan seperti ini biasanya pertanyannya.          1   
23.41-23.45 T03-724 How many persons in the dialogue?      1       
23.46-23.50 T03-725 Berapa sih jumlah orang di dialogue tersebut?         1   
23.51-23.55 S Two persons             
23.56-24.00 T03-726 Mention it, sebutkan!       1     
24.01-24.05 S Ani and Ina             
24.06-24.10 T03-727 Okay, second question.         1   
24.01-24.07 T03-728 Where the dialogue take place?      1       
24.01-24.08 T03-729 Kata kuncinya ada dikalimat pertama, where.     1       
24.01-24.09 T03-730 What is the meaning "where"?     1       
24.01-24.10 T03-731 Hafal ga 5W 1H?             
24.11-24.15 S Hafal             
24.16-24.20 T03-732 Hafal ya.             
24.21-24.25 T03-733 What artinya?         1   
24.26-24.30 S Apa             
24.31-24.35 T03-734 When artinya?         1   
24.36-24.40 S Kapan             
24.41-24.45 T03-735 Where?             
24.46-24.50 S Dimana             
24.51-24.55 T03-736 Why?             
24.56-25.00 S Kenapa             
25.01-25.05 T03-737 Okay, Who?             
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25.11-25.15 T03-738 Okay now, where the dialogue take place?     1       
25.16-25.20 T03-739 Kira kira dimana?     1       
25.21-25.25 T03-740 Okay, where the dialogue take place?       1       
25.26-25.30 T03-741 Kalo ada kayak gitu berarti dimana?         1   
25.31-25.35 S Dikelas             
25.36-25.40 T03-742 Are you sure in the class?     1       
25.41-25.45 T03-743 Kalo kamu jawab kelas salah.         1   
25.46-25.50 T03-744 Nih liat Ani, the bell rings, yuk masuk kelas.          1   
25.51-25.55 T03-745 Berarti dimana?           1   
25.55-26.00 T03-746 Udah masuk kelas belum?         1   
26.00-26.05 S Belum, diluar kelas             
26.06-26.10 T03-747 Kalo diluar kelas namanya apa?         1   
26.11-26.15 S School             
26.16-26.20 T03-748 Good, at school.          1   
26.21-26.25 T03-749 Kalo jawab kelas salah.         1   
26.26-26.30 T03-750 Dia mungkin ada dikantin bisa tapi yang jelas dia ada di sekolah.          1   
26.31-26.36 T03-751 You understand?         1   
26.37-26.40 S Silent (Giving their attention to the teacher)             
26.41-26.45 T03-752 Please be focus ya.        1     
26.46-26.50 T03-753 Kalo ada dialog seperti ini, kalo jawab kelas salah.      1       
26.51-26.55 T03-754 So, where the dialogue take place, jawabannya at school.      1       
26.56-27.00 T03-755 Okay soal berikutnya, what is relationship of Ani and Ina?     1       
27.01-27.05 T03-756 What is relationship, relationship itu hubungan.      1       
27.06-27.10 T03-757 Menurut kalian apa hubungan Ani dan Ina? Kakak Adek?     1       
27.11-27.15 S Teman             
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27.21-27.25 S Teman sekelas             
27.26-27.30 T03-759 Okay, I will give you information.      1       
27.31-27.35 T03-760 Kalo teman saja apa?         1   
27.36-27.40 S Friends             
27.41-27.45 T03-761 Okay, friends atau friendship pertemanan.          1   
27.46-27.50 T03-762 How about teman satu sekolah?     1       
27.51-27.55 S Depannya school             
27.56-28.00 T03-763 Iya, depannya school belakangnya mate jadi school mate.          1   
28.01-28.05 T03-764 Teman satu bangku?             
28.06-28.10 S Chair depannya mate             
28.11-28.15 T03-765 Okay chairmate.              
28.16-28.20 T03-766 Kalo teman satu kelas depannya?         1   
28.21-28.25 S Class             
28.26-28.30 T03-767 Classmate.              
28.31-28.35 T03-768 Kakak adek siblings, okay?             
28.36-28.40 S Silent (Giving their attention to the teacher)             
28.41-28.45 T03-769 So, based on the dialogue.          1   
28.46-28.50 T03-770 What is relationship between Ani and Ina?      1       
28.51-28.55 S Schoolmate             
28.56-29.00 T03-771 
Kalo jawabannya schoolmate kurang tepat soalnya kita tau Ani di 7H, 
Ina juga di 7H.          1   
29.01-28.53 T03-772 Jadi jawaban yang tepat apa?     1       
28.46-28.54 S Classmate             
28.46-28.55 T03-773 Ya classmate.             
28.46-28.56 T03-774 Do you understand?      1       
28.46-28.57 T03-775 
Jangan sampe salah the difference between schoolmate, chairmate, 
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28.46-29.00 T03-776  Jadi, kalo ada soal seperti ini jawabnya yang detail.         1   
29.01-29.05 T03-777 Schoolmate boleh sih tapi jawabannya kurang tepat.         1   
29.06-29.10 T03-778 Misal si Ina bilang “ Ani you sit beside me”, berarti mereka?         1   
29.11-29.15 S Chairmate             
29.16-29.20 T03-779 Teman sebangku.              
29.21-29.25 T03-780 Okay satu topic lagi then after this you can take a nap.         1   
29.26-29.30 T03-781 Kalian boleh istirahat lagi.          1   
29.30-29.35 T03-782 The last topic is about schedule.      1       
29.36-29.40 T03-783 Schedule is?             
29.41-29.45 S Jadwal.              
29.46-29.50 T03-784 Ya very good.          1   
29.51-29.55 T03-785 Yang namanya jadwal itu banyak jenisnya.             
29.56-30.00 T03-786 I will give you table.      1       
30.01-30.05 T03-787 Write this on your book, tulis dibuku tabelnya.       1     
30.06-30.10 S Silent (They are writing the table on their book)             
30.11-30.15 T03-788 This is the time schedule ada hari, ada time, ada subject.      1       
30.16-30.20 T03-789 What is subject?     1       
30.21-30.25 S Pelajaran.             
30.26-30.30 T03-790 Good, pelajaran.         1   
30.31-30.35 T03-791 And I will write the question here.      1       
30.36-30.40 S Silent (They are writing the table on their book)             
30.41-30.45 T03-792 Finish, question number one.          1   
30.46-30.50 T03-793 Listen to me first ya.        1     
30.31-30.35 T03-794 When will the English subject be held?      1       
30.36-30.40 T03-795 What is the meaning "when"?     1       
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30.43-30.45 T03-796 Okay, when will the English subject be held?     1       
30.46-30.47 T03-797 Kira kira kapan sih.              
30.48-30.50 T03-798 
Kalo ada soal gini for example kalo yang ditanya kapan kalian can 
answer with date, tanggalnya.              
30.51-30.55 T03-799 Boleh hari boleh tanggal karena pertanyannya when kapan.              
30.56-31.00 T03-800 Jadi, kalo kapan itu lebih general, lebih umum ya.             
31.01-31.05 T03-801 Jadi, when will the English subject be held?      1       
31.06-31.10 T03-802 Jawabannya Monday on twenty first January.              
31.11-31.15 T03-803 Paham ya?             
31.16-31.20 S yes.              
31.21-31.25 T03-804 
Tapi kalo pertanyannya, "what time does the science be held" 
jawabannya?         1   
31.26-31.30 S A quarter past eight.              
31.31-31.35 T03-805 Nah, gampang kan?          1   
31.36-31.40 T03-806 Karena pertanyannya time, science, starts.     1       
31.40-31.45 T03-807 Kalo pertanyannya what time does the science finish jawabannya?         1   
31.46-31.50 S A quarter to ten             
31.51-32.00 T03-808 Good, karena pertanyannya nanya jam.         1   
32.01-32.05 T03-809 Kalo when kalian bisa jawab date or day.          1   
32.06-32.10 T03-810 You understand?         1   
32.10-32.15 T03-811 Good! okay, question number 3.          1   
32.16-32.17 T03-812 What will the students get after sport subject?      1       
32.18-32.20 S Arabic Languange             
32.21-32.23 T03-813 Kenapa Arabic Languange?      1       
32.24-32.26 T03-814 Karena disitu ada kata kata after setelah.          1   
32.27-32.28 T03-815 Kalo before?         1   
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33.00-33.01 T03-816 Okay, gampang ya.          1   
33.02-33.03 T03-817  hope you get 100.      1       
33.04-33.05 T03-818 Okay enough for today.          1   
33.06-33.07 T03-819  Satu lagi materi sepele sih         1   
33.08-33.09 T03-820 What is the meaning of greeting?     1       
33.10-33.11 S Salam             
33.12-33.13 T03-821 Give me the example       1     
33.14-33.15 S Good morning              
33.16-33.20 T03-822 "Hello, good evening."             
33.21-33.25 T03-823 That’s so easy, right?     1       
33.26-33.30 T03-824 Sekarang, how about leave taking?     1       
33.30-33.35 T03-825 Leave taking apa ya?          1   
33.36-33.40 S Perpisahan         1   
33.41-33.45 T03-826 Give me the example       1     
33.46-33.50 S Good bye, bye bye.             
33.51-33.55 T03-827 "See you" itu adalah leave taking.      1       
33.55-34.00 T03-828 Sekarang, how about gratitude?     1       
34.01-34.05 S Thank you             
34.06-34.07 T03-829 Nah, gratitude adalah saying thank you.      1       
34.08-34.10 T03-830 Yang ada kata terimakasihnya adalah gratitude.     1       
34.10-34.11 T03-831 Kalo ada kata I’m sorry adalah?         1   
34.12-34.13 S Apologizing             
34.14-34.15 T03-832 Okay, apologizing.             
34.16-34.17 T03-833 Ini jangan sampe dilupakan ya ini materi awal.         1   
34.18-34.19 T03-834 Okay that’s all for today.     1       
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34.21-34.22 S No             
34.23-34.24 T03-836 No, dikerjakan yang bener ya.      1 1     
34.25-34.26 T03-837 Do the best! I hope you get 100.     1       
34.27-34.28 T03-838 Miss ikfi pengennya kalian dapet 100.         1   
34.29-34.30 T03-839 Yang penting belajar, do your best.     1       
34.31-34.32 T03-840 There’s no question?     1       
34.33-34.34 S No             
34.34-34.35 T03-841 Okay, now you can back to your boarding house and take a nap.          1   
34.36-34.37 T03-842 Wassalamualaikum wr.wb             
34.38-34.39 S Waalaikumsalam wr.wb              
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